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Appendix I – Information Systems Architecture – Treasury is the 

Centrepiece of the PFM Framework1 
 

  
  

 
1 From Ali Hashim’s A Handbook on Financial Management Information Systems for Government (2014) 
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Appendix II:  Example of an Economic Structure showing cash and non-cash elements 
 

Table 1 - Tips on The Structure of this Segment 

Number  Tip 

1 This structure is not intended to be utilized as a country economic segment. It is not possible to create a generic structure such as this that will fully 

meet any country requirements. Ideally, it should be viewed as a practical guide that can help with design of a new or updated segment by identifying 

common issues and providing tips identified from other country experiences in implementation. Hopefully the structure and information provided is 

useful in designing a new economic segment!  However, if you do note an issue or are unsure of any element please contact Mark Silins at 

markisilins@yahoo.com.au 

2 The segment is broken into classes where 1 is revenues, 2 expenses, 3 non-financial assets (NFA), 4 financial assets, 5 liabilities, 6 net assets and 7 off-

budget/balance items  

3 Each class is 6-digits in length, structured hierarchically, where the first digit reflects the class, with the full six digits reflecting the posting or detail 

level of the account. Levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 are intermediate reporting levels. Not all elements of the code are detailed across all levels - only those which 

require all six levels, however, all levels exist for every posting level simply because the posting level and segment is six-digits   

4 Each level is also colour coded. Only occasionally are all six levels present in the structure indicating that this level of detailed structure is also only 

required occasionally  

5 The segment is designed to be used for both cash, modified accrual and accrual reporting requirements. For more on how this works please refer to 

Chapter 4 which provides details on the Economic Segment in this paper  

6 The classification is designed on the assumption that the payables and cashflow outflows can be recorded against the same specific accounts for 

budgetary and other reporting. For an explanation on this please refer to Chapter 4. If this is not the case then the classification must be enhanced to 

allow the payables and the cashflows to be recorded separately using different accounts or subaccounts. A number of options have been highlighted in 

mailto:markisilins@yahoo.com.au
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Chapter 4 on how this can be done. The additional substructure included for NFAs separating cash from non-cash (Table 5) also provides guidance on 

this 

7 In the revenue class, columns have been added as a template for mapping to financial and other reports. Each intermediate reporting level would be 

reflected in the columns of the reports they are included in. Each reporting item could also be given a unique identifier. This would allow other reports 

to be built based on the same identifiers, given that similar information is included in many different reports. In the example provided the report 

identifier is R1A and R1C which means revenue 1, where A is accrual C is cash. This template once developed could be used as a Masterfile for report 

definition which would be given to the ICT Department or the report writing team to build the reports. It could also ensure integrity of the requests in 

this area - in many countries this is an issue where Treasury and other stakeholders request reports from ICT but do not specify in writing what is 

required. ICT frequently gets the reports wrong, simply because the requesting party were not specific enough with their request 
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Table 2 - Revenues 

Account 
Number 

Account Name GFSM 
Mapping 

Comments 

1 Revenue 1 Most countries have followed a similar structure to GFSM2014 in the revenue 
segment as it is relatively intuitive. Even where countries do not currently have all the 
GFSM tax categories it is often useful to leave gaps in accordance with a GFSM 
structure to allow for the possibility that these may be added in the future. It may 
also be possible for some taxes to exist at different levels of government and 
allowance should also be made for this. For example, property taxes are a very 
common local government tax internationally but not always applied at the state 
budget level. The structure provided is an example only and all elements should be 
adapted for country specific requirements. While there are similarities with GFSM 
numbering a unique numbering structure has been developed to ensure more 
consistency and hierarchy to improve its usability   

11 Taxation Revenue 11   

111 Taxes on Income Profits and Capital 
Gain 

111   

1111 Income tax 111   

11111 Income Tax on Legal Persons 1112   

111111 Income Tax on Legal Persons 1112   

111118 Refunds of Income Tax on Legal 
Persons  

1112   

11112 Income Tax on Physical Persons 1112   

111121 Income Tax on Physical Persons 1111   

111128 Refunds on Income tax for Physical 
Persons 

1111 This is a reduction in revenue, a negative tax, and ideally should be recorded against 
the tax code for which the original tax was deducted. Thus, the inflows and outflows 
will be shown against the respective codes with the total for income tax on physical 
persons showing the net position. The same approach can be used throughout the 
class. An alternative option would be to simple debit the tax account too, as this will 
have exactly the same final result, and the debits and credits on the account will be 
the equivalent of using separate sub-accounts  

1113 Profit Tax on legal Persons  1112   
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111311 Profit Tax on legal Persons  1112   

111318 Refund on Profit tax for legal person 1112   

1114 Capital Gains Tax 1111   

111401 Capital Gains Tax 1111   

1119 Other Income, profit and Capital Tax 
not assignable 

1113 Note that the item “other” appears at the end of each specific sets of accounts using 
"9" in the last position to highlight it is the last code and should be used only after all 
prior specific items have been reviewed for appropriateness 

111901 Payable by general government 11131   

111999 Unallocated taxes on income, profit 
and capital gains 

11132   

112 Tax on Payroll 112 Note that while only two levels are shown here for payroll tax the intermediate levels 
are implied. That is, there are intermediate reporting accounts at 4 and 5 digits too, in 
this case 1120 and 11200 respectively 

112001 Tax on Payroll 112   

113 Property Tax 113 Note that in GFSM2001 tax charged on the transfer of property was reclassified as a 
financial transaction rather than a property tax in GFSM2014 

113101 Recurrent Taxes on Immovable 
Property 

1131   

113201 Wealth Tax 1132   

113301 Estate, Inheritance and Gift Taxes 1133   

113501 Capital Levies 1135   

113999 Other recurrent Taxes on Property  1136   

114 Taxes on Goods and Services 114   

1141 General taxes on goods and Services 1141   

114111 VAT on Domestic Goods and Services 11411 It is quite common for countries to distinguish between VAT on domestic and 
imported goods 

114112 VAT on Imported Goods and Services 11411   

114118 VAT Refunds 11411   

11412 Sales Taxes 11412 Many countries will have different sales taxes listed underneath this code by major 
category of goods. The level of detail should be carefully determined as the tax 
system itself should be able to provide information at a very detailed level if required. 
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If the tax system cannot do this, then this needs to be done in the FMIS.   Irrespective 
of the arrangements, the overall structure of the revenue class must be able to 
capture this detail, to ensure consistency between the revenue system classifiers and 
the accounting system classification. It may not be necessary to include the detail in 
the FMIS  

114121 Sales Tax on Alcoholic Beverages 11412   

114122 Sales Tax on Tobacco 11412   

114123 Other Sales Tax 11412   

114128 Sales Tax Refunds 11412   

11413 Turnover and other general taxes on 
goods and services 

11413   

114131 Turnover and other general taxes on 
goods and services 

11413   

11414 Taxes on Financial and Capital 
Transactions 

11414   

114141 Taxes on Financial and Capital 
Transactions 

11414 In GFSM2014 this includes taxes on property transfers which is now classified as a 
financial capital tax, often referred to as property stamp duty or just stamp duty 

1142 Excise Tax 1142   

114201 Excise Tax on Agricultural Products 1142   

114202 Excise Taxes on Alcohol and Tobacco 1142   

114299 Other excise taxes on specific goods 
and services 

1142   

1143 Not in Use 1143 Reflects a GFS code not often used but can be activated if relevant for a specific 
country. A gap is left in case this is added in the future  

1144 Taxes on specific services 1144   

114401 Accommodation Tax 1144   

1145 Taxes on the Use of Goods and Services 1145   

11450 Motor Vehicle Taxes 11451   

114501 Taxes for operating commercial 
vehicles 

11451   

11451 Business and Professional Taxes 114521   
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114511 Registration tax to operate a Real 
Estate Agency 

114521   

114512 Registration Tax operate Other 
Businesses and Professions  

114521   

11452 Pollution Taxes 114522   

114521 Environmental levy for Pollution 
Abatement 

114522   

11453 Radio and Television Licenses 114523   

11453 Household licenses and Permits 114524   

11459 Other Taxes on the Use of Goods and 
Services 

114525   

115 Tax on International Trade 115   

1151 Import Duties  1151   

115101 Customs Duty on Petroleum Products 1151   

115102 Customs Duty on Tobacco and Liquor 1151   

115103 Customs Duty on Luxury Motor. 
Vehicles 

1151   

115199 Other duties or taxes on import 1151   

1152 Export Duties 1152   

115201 Export Tax on Artworks 1152   

115202 Export Tax on Wood Products 1152   

115203 Export Tax on Rubber 1152   

115204 Export Tax on Petroleum Product 1152   

115299 Other Export Taxes 11523   

1153 Not in Use 1153 Reflects a GFS code not often used but should be activated if relevant for a specific 
country. A gap is left in case this is added in the future 

1154 Profits on Exchange Rates 1154   

1155 Taxes on Exchange Rates 1155   

1199 Other Taxes international trade and 
Transactions 

1156   

119 Other Taxes Not Elsewhere Classified 116   
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1191 Payable by Business 1161   

1192 Payable other than by business 1162   

119201 General Stamp Duty not applicable to 
specific tax 

1162   

119299 Other 1162   

12 Social Contributions 12 This allows integration of the social fund into the CoA’s structure 

121 Social Security Contributions 121   

1211 Employee contributions 1211   

1212 Employer Contributions 1212   

1213 Self-employed or non-employed 
contributions 

1213   

1214 Unallocatable contributions 1214   

122 Other Social Contributions 122   

1221 Employee contributions 1221   

1222 Employer Contributions 1222   

1223 Imputed Contributions 1223   

13 Grants 13 Grants are important and can be used to track most transfers between levels of 
government. Thus, within FMIS a grant received by a local government will be a 
revenue in this section while the grant expense will be recorded by central 
government. The transfer transaction will be eliminated on consolidation  

131 From Foreign Governments 131   

131101 Current grants in cash 1311   

131102 Current grants in-kind 1311   

131201 Capital Grants in cash 1312   

131202 Capital Grants in-kind 1312   

132 From International Organizations 132   

132101 Current  1321   

132201 Capital 1322   

133 From Other Government Units 133   

133101 Current  1331   
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133201 Capital 1332   

14 Other Revenue 14   

141 Property income  141   

1411 Interest 1411   

14111 From non-residents 14111   

14112 From Residents other than general 
Government 

14112   

141121 Central Bank 14112   

141122 State Owned Banks and other financial 
institutions 

14112   

141123 State Owned Enterprises (non-
financial) 

14112   

141124 Other interest from Residents (Non-
General Govt) 

14112   

14113 From Other General Government Units 14113   

1412 Dividends 1412   

14121 From Non-residents 14121   

14122 From Residents 14122   

141221 Central Bank 14122   

141122 State Owned Financial Institutions 14122   

14123 State Owned Enterprises (Non-
financial) 

14122   

141231 Withdrawals of income from Quasi-
corporations 

14113   

1414 Not Used 1414 Reflects a GFS code not often used but should be activated if relevant for a specific 
country. A gap is left in case this is added in the future 

1415 Royalties and other Rent of land and 
subsoil assets 

1415   

141501 Royalties from Oil 1415   

141502 Royalties from Sand Mining 1415   

141599 Royalties from other mining interests 1415   
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1416 Not Used 1416 Reflects a GFS code not often used but should be activated if relevant for a specific 
country. A gap is left in case this is added in the future 

1421 Sales of Goods and Services by Market 
Establishments 

1421 These are not state-owned enterprises but are part of general government for 
entities that sell specific goods and services in a similar fashion to a business but 
operating within general government. See GFSM for more detail. The Post Office and 
Government Printers are often examples (where they have not been privatized) 

142101 Rental of Buildings  1421   

142102 Sale of Goods by Post Office 1421   

142103 Sales by government Printer 1421   

142199 Other sales by market establishments 1421   

1422 Administrative Fees 1422 This category tends to be either underutilized or overutilized. It is important to create 
adequate categories to meet the needs for charges for administrative services in 
government, without creating unique codes for every single type of fee, which in 
some countries may extend to 100s of codes. For most MDAs, a single general code 
for administrative fees may suffice with additional codes for larger fee charging 
entities and for specific larger administrative revenues added as required. Time 
should be taken to design this properly to ensure adequate detail without too many 
codes. One option is to set a minimum amount for collections to warrant its own 
code - or where specific revenues maybe considered important for separate public 
scrutiny  

14221 Registration and Document Issuance 1422   

142211 Marriage, birth and death Certificates 1422   

142212 Passports 1422   

142213 Visa     

142214 Driver's License 1422   

142215 Pet License 1422   

142219 Other certificates and licenses 1422   

14222 Administrative Fees 1422   

142221 Photocopy charges 1422   

142222 Freedom of Information and other 
document searches 

1422   
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142223 Inspection Fees 1422   

142224 Registration Fees 1422   

142225 Maintenance fees 1422   

142226 Cadastral fees 1422   

142229 Other Fees 1422   

1423 Sales of goods and services by non-
market Establishments 

1423   

142301 Sale of Agricultural Products by Prisons 1423   

142302 Entry fees to Government Museums 
and attractions 

1423   

142303 Sale of publications from government 
Bookshop 

1423   

142399 Other Sales of goods and services by 
non-market Establishments 

1423   

143 Fines Penalties and Forfeits 143 GFSM 2014 recommends that tax fines and penalties now be classified as non-tax 
revenue. Countries may still prefer to classify these with each type of tax for internal 
management (or where it is not possible to separate them from general tax 
reporting). If a country chooses to include these under tax revenues, it would be 
useful to have separate posting items and to map these to fines and penalties in 143 
for correct GFSM reporting  

1431 Taxation Fines and Penalties 143   

143101 Taxation Fines and Penalties 143   

1432 Non-Tax Fines and Penalties 143   

143201 Traffic Fines and Penalties 143   

143202 Fines and Penalties issued by Courts  143   

143203 Administrative Fines and Penalties 143   

143204 Revenues from the sale of Forfeited 
goods 

143   

143999 Other Fines and Penalties 143   
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144 Other current Transfers 1441 "Other" is always required in government revenue collection as there will always be 
unverified cash received, money from former years etc. which require classification 
under this item. The amounts recorded should be small as this should always be a 
residual code.   If large amounts are recorded against “Other” this reduces 
transparency. GFS2001 had a specific category for “Other Revenue” which appeared 
at the end of the classification. This changed in GFSM2014 with several new 
classifications now in place after "Other". Good CoA design should ensure that all 
specific codes occur before "Other" so that “Other” is reserved for those items left 
over once all the specific codes have been checked. It is recommended that countries 
insert all specific revenue codes ahead of "Other" and ensure it is utilized sparingly.  

144101 Transfers from legal and physical 
persons to government including 
donations 

1441   

144102 Revenues from former financial years 1441   

144103 Unverified revenues  1441   

144999 Revenues not elsewhere classified 1441   

145 Other Capital transfers 1442   

146 Gains on Assets   These items are accrual only accounts and are therefore added at the end of the class 

146101 Gain on Sale of Assets (exchange)     

146999 Other Gains on Assets (and liabilities)     

147 Gains from foreign Exchange     
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Table 3 - Expenses 

Account 
Number 

Account Name GFSM 
Mapping 

Comments 

2 Expense 2 The general structure of GFS is used here as it provides a useful guide for the 
expense class - The numbering used varies from GFSM to provide a more 
integrated and intuitive expense structure, and to ensure consistency in coding 
length for all reporting and the posting levels  

21 Compensation of employees 21   

211 Wages and Salaries 211 The level of detail reflected here depends on whether an automated payroll 
system exists that can provide reports on different aspects of salaries and related 
spending. If so there should be no need to record all of the detailed coding for 
salaries in the economic segment. However, if no detailed coding exists in a 
payroll system or HRMIS, or reporting from these systems is not adequate, then 
the coding here will need to include all of the detail so that reports can be 
produced. Ideally, these codes should be derived from a mapping table from the 
payroll or HRMIS to populate the GL in the FMIS electronically. It is important for 
interoperability and data alignment that the two classifiers be structured so that 
the more detailed information is a child of the aggregated reporting requirements 

2111 Full-time Employees 211   

211110 Salaries 211   

211120 General Government Salaries 211   

211130 Military Salaries 211   

211140 Parliamentary Salaries 211   

211150 Statutory Office Holder Salaries 211   

211160 Part Time Employees 211   

2112 Wages 211   

211210 Fulltime Wages Earners 211   

211220 Part-time Wage Earners 211   

211230 Contractual Employees 211   
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2113 Allowances 211 In some countries there tends to be an extremely long and often repetitive list of 
allowances. Ideally theses should be controlled and limited carefully by a central 
agency - every MDA always wants to increase the salary allowances for its own 
staff and focus on its unique requirements! There is no reason why the same 
allowance code cannot be used by different MDAs even where the payment rates 
vary eg for overtime, shift, professional….. allowancesIt is useful to identify 
general terms and descriptions which can be used by different MDAs at the same 
time. From a HR policy perspective, it is also very important to limit the use of 
allowances, particularly as it often results in “salary” expenditure growth which 
may be outside the norms for broader public employment and which increases 
the overall cost to government  

21131 General Allowances 211   

211311 Higher Duty Allowance 211   

211312 Extra Duty Allowance 211   

211313 Travel Allowance 211   

211314 Night Shift Allowance 211   

211315 Danger Allowance 211   

211319 Other General Allowances   The use of "other" is necessary in any classification system, however, the focus 
should be on minimizing items coded to these codes as they do not provide 
adequate information in the description. In this structure "other" is always the 
last code in any sequence, ensuring users come to the specific codes first. "Other" 
always ends in "9". This also leaves gaps in the coding structure for specific new 
additions to be made in the future 

21132 Professional Allowances 211   

211321 Sitting (Parliament and Committees) 
Allowance 

211   

211322 Uniform Allowance 211   

211323 Overseas Post Allowance 211   

211324 Cost of Living Allowance 211   

211325 Advanced Skills Certificate Allowance 211   

211329       
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2114 Stipends 211 Some items can probably reasonably be classified both in personal emoluments 
and goods and services. This requires careful review of the nature of the payment 
including the legislative base, for example, is someone a consultant or an 
employee?  On some occasions the concern is more about form than substance, 
for example, payments made to the royal family or another significant party 
cannot be described as a salary or a pension. These issues can be important and 
may need to be accommodated, however, the mapping to GFS should ensure the 
correct final statistical reporting 

211410 Stipends for Office Holders 211   

211420 Stipends for Board and Committee 
Members 

211   

2199 Other Employment Related Payments NEC 211   

219999 Other Employment Related Payments NEC 211   

212 Employer Social Contributions 212   

2121 Actual Employer Contributions 2121   

212110 Employer Social Contributions 2121   

212120 Employer Health Contributions 2121   

2122 Imputed Employer Contributions 2122   

212210 Imputed Employer Contributions 2122   

22 Use of Goods and Services 22 This is an area where significant detail is required in every country, even where 
budgetary controls for MDAs are high level or by programs - MDAs need detail to 
manage their budgets, to plan, monitor budget execution and for internal 
controls. In many countries certain types of spending remain risky, for example, 
international travel. So, it is useful to design a specific hierarchy to guide users 
and provide structure for spending. Just because the coding is detailed also does 
not imply that budgetary control must also be detailed. In this structure it would 
be possible to have controls at the two-digit level e.g. goods and services, at the 
3-digit level with goods controlled separately from services, or the 4-digit level 
e.g. utilities, travel etc. Consistent with trends internationally, higher level 
controls are encouraged.  There should also be a limit to how much detail is 
included. Office stationery should suffice and there should be no need to have a 
specific code for pens, pencils etc.  
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221 Goods 22   

2211 Utilities 22   

221110 Electricity 22   

221120 Gas 22   

221130 Water 22   

221140 Heating 22   

221150 Telephone and Network 22   

221151 Land Line 22 In many countries the distinction between mobile and land line charges is 
becoming redundant as mobile phones become the preferred option. This 
distinction can be eliminated in the future by combining both items in one code   

221152 Mobile 22   

221153 Internet 22   

221199 Other  22   

2212 Printing, Stationery, Books and Periodicals 22   

221210 Printing and binding 22   

221220 Office Stationery 22   

221230 Subscriptions to Periodicals 22   

221240 Books  22   

221299 Other  22   

2213 Minor Office Furniture, Machinery and 
Computer Equipment 

22 The term minor is used to distinguish between lower value “assets” which will be 
expensed and items which will be classified under non-financial assets and be 
depreciated or amortized. Low value items can have a useful life of many years 
and be highly attractive, so even though they are not formally classified as assets, 
they may still need strong controls to reduce theft and fraud. The distinction 
between low and high value items may also have budgetary implications with 
MDAs expected to replace lower value items from their goods and services 
budget, with separate funding provided for the replacement or upgrade of larger 
value assets  

22131 ICT Equipment 22   

221311 Computers 22   

221312 Printers and Scanners 22   
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221313 Cable and Network Equipment 22   

221314 Minor Officer Furniture 22   

221315 Minor Office Equipment 22   

221399 Other Minor Office Machinery, Furniture 
and Equipment 

22   

2214 Inventory, Specialized Tools and 
Equipment 

22   

221410 Food 22   

221420 Minor Stores and Supplies (other than 
food) 

22   

221430 Specialized Tools  22   

221440 Minor Tools 22   

221499 Other Inventory, Specialized Tools and 
Equipment 

22   

2215 Travel  22   

22151 Employee Domestic Travel 22   

221511 Airfares 22   

221512 Other Transportation Costs 22   

221513 Accommodation Costs 22   

221514 Per Diem 22   

221519 Other Domestic Travel Costs 22   

22152 Employee International Travel  22   

221521 Airfares 22   

221522 Other Transportation Costs 22   

221523 Accommodation Costs 22   

221524 Per Diem 22   

221529 Other International Travel Costs 22   

22153 Non-Employee Transportation Costs 22   

221531 Airfares 22   

221532 Other Transportation Costs 22   
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221533 Accommodation Costs 22   

221534 Per Diem 22   

221539 Other Domestic Travel Costs 22   

222 Services 22   

2221 Minor Repairs and Maintenance 22 A distinction is made here between small repairs and maintenance charges and 
those upgrades that increase an asset’s life or its value. Typically, countries have 
an accounting policy which defines a threshold value above which repairs and 
maintenance are capitalized  

222101 Minor Repairs and Maintenance Buildings 22   

222102 Minor Repairs and Maintenance Vehicles 22   

222103 Minor Repairs and Maintenance 
Equipment  

22   

222104 Repairs and Maintenance other Movable 
assets 

22   

222199 Other Minor Repairs and Maintenance 22   

2222 Consultancy and Contractual Services 22 It may be important to define the difference between consultancy and 
employment here, to ensure that MDAs do not simply shift employees to goods 
and services to avoid budgetary limits on salary spending 

222201 Contractual Services 22   

222202 Professional Consultancy Reports 22   

222203 Advisory Services 22   

222299 Other Contractual and Consultancy 
Services 

22   

2223 Non-life Insurance 2831 Many governments self-insure but where they do not, most classify insurance as 
part of goods and services. While non-life insurance maps to "other" in GFSM it is 
reasonable to classify it in the goods and services budget but ensure it is correctly 
mapped to 28 in GFSM2014 

222301 Buildings 28311   

222302 Vehicles 28311   

222303 public liability  28311   

222304 Travel 28311   
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222399 Other non-life Insurance 28311   

2224 Rental and Hiring of Land, Buildings and 
Equipment 

    

222410 Rental of Land 2814 Most countries do not distinguish between rental of land from rental of produced 
assets such as buildings, which is a distinction made in GFSM. While this is coded 
to “Other” in GFSM it is often treated as G+S in many country classifications. 
Countries should however ensure that the two elements can be split for 
GFSM2014 mapping and reporting  

222420 Rental of Buildings 22   

222430 Rental of Machinery and Equipment 22   

222440 Rental of Vehicles 22   

222499 Other Rental 22   

2299 Other Goods and Services NEC 22   

229999 Other Goods and Services NEC 22   

23 Interest 24   

231 To Non-Residents 241   

231101 Interest paid to Multilateral lenders 241   

231102 Interest paid to Bilateral Lenders 241   

231103 Interest paid to Other Foreign Lenders  241   

232 To Residents other than General 
Government 

242   

232101 Central Bank 242   

232102 State Owned Financial Institutions 242   

232103 domestic non-government Financial 
Institutions 

242   

232104 State owned Enterprises  242   

232199 To other non-government lenders 242   

233 To Other General Government Units 243   

233101 Other levels of  government  243   

233102 Statutory Bodies 243   
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24 Subsidies 25   

241 To Public Corporations 251   

2411 To public Nonfinancial Corporations 2511   

2412 To public financial Corporations 2512   

242 To Private Enterprises 252   

2421 Private Nonfinancial Enterprises 2521   

2422 Private financial Enterprises 2522   

25 Grants 26   

251 To Foreign Governments 261   

2511 Current 2611   

251101 In the XX Region 2611 Allows a distinction to be made geographically or otherwise for reporting. For 
example, there may be a special economic agreement in place with specific 
countries and it is useful to see the allocation of grants from/to those countries 
verses other countries. This could also be achieved elsewhere in the UCoA or 
even the vendor database     

251102 Outside the XX Region 2611   

2522 Capital  2622   

252201 In the XX Region 2622   

252202 Outside the XX Region 2622   

252 To International Organizations 262   

2521 Current 2621   

252101 In the XX Region 2621 See above – in this case the distinction is made between regional multilaterals 
and broader multilaterals if useful  

252102 Outside the XX Region 2621   

2522 Capital  2622   

252201 In the XX Region 2622   

252202 Outside the XX Region 2622   

253 To other General Government Units 263   

2531 Current 2631   

253110 To Statutory Bodies 2631   
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253120 To Extrabudgetary Funds 2631   

25313 To Local Government 2631   

253131 General Purpose Grants 2631   

253132 Earmarked Health Grants 2631   

253133 Earmarked Education Grants 2631   

253139 Other Local Government Grants 2631   

2532 Capital  2632   

253210 To Statutory Bodies 2632   

253220 To Extrabudgetary Funds 2632   

25323 To Local Government 2632   

253231 General Purpose Capital Grants 2632   

253232 Earmarked Capital Grants 2632   

253239 Other Local Government Capital Grants 2632   

254 Grants to Non-Government Not-for profit 
entities 

2632  GFSM classifies these as “other” 2821 so it is important for countries to 
distinguish between government and non-government transfers. In many 
countries NGOS’s perform similar roles to government agencies, for example 
running schools and orphanages and may have significant dependence on 
government transfers to operate 

254100 Current 2821   

254200 Capital  2822   

26 Social Benefits 27   

261 Social Security Benefits 271   

2611 In cash 2711   

261101 Unemployment Benefits 2711   

261102 Aged care pension 2711   

261103 Disability pension 2711   

261199 Other Social Security Benefits in Cash 2711   

2612 In Kind 2712   

261201 Food parcels 2712   
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261299 Other Social Security Benefits in-kind 2712   

262 Social Assistance Benefits 272   

2621 In cash 2721   

262101 Childcare benefits 2721   

262102 Family allowance benefits 2721   

262103 Funeral Benefits 2721   

262104 Orphans and Health benefits for victims of 
XX disaster 

2721   

262199 Other Social Assistance Benefits 2721   

2622 In Kind 2722   

263 Employer Related Social Benefits 273 The manner in which pension benefits are recorded under cash and accrual is 
very different, with employer benefit payments generally treated as a reduction 
in a liability under accrual, not an expense. Many countries, however, treat this 
on a cash basis on a “pay-as-you-go” basis, similar to salaries    

2631 In cash 2731   

263101 Retirement Benefits for Civil Servants 2731   

263102 Retirement Benefits for Parliamentarians 2731   

263103 Retirement Benefits for Military Personnel 2731   

263104 Retirement Benefits for Statutory 
Appointees 

2731   

263110 Employees Compensation for Work 
Related Health Issues 

2731   

263199 Other Employer Related Social Benefits in 
Cash 

2731   

2632 In Kind 2732   

263210 In-kind Employer Related Social Benefits 2732   

264 Scholarships  2821  Scholarships are treated as “other” under GFSM2014 but are included here 
immediately following (but separate to) social benefits, as scholarships often 
have a social protection element (not always).  Each country should decide the 
best placement for such payments in their classification   

264001 Secondary School Scholarships 2821   
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264002 Tertiary Education Scholarships 2821   

264099 Other Scholarships 2821   

265 Other Transfers 2821   

265001 Other Transfers NEC 2821   

27 Dividends 2811   

2711 Dividends 2811   

271110 To Residents 28111   

271120 To non-Residents 28112   

28 Other Expenses NEC 282 In GFS, 28, "other" is rather large and has many specific items included in it, 
including transfers not classified as a subsidy, grant or social benefit, rent of land 
and subsoil assets, dividends and non-life insurance. It is best to minimize the use 
of "other" in the economic segment so that this is a residual item rather than a 
significant one in itself. Thus, where possible this expense classification identifies 
specific categories and suggests where they best fit into the class and reduces the 
use of “other” significantly. As an example, scholarships which is a residual 
transfer item is given its own category. In some countries this may be to support 
disadvantage (although not always) so it immediately follows social benefits in 
this example class. Transfers to NGOS is also in "other" in GFS. In some countries 
this will be very significant expenditure, with NGOs delivering large portion of 
government  services similar to hose services delivered by government itsself e.g. 
schooling, running social welfare institutions. This is why It has been added as a 
separate category after grants. Countries should identify the structure and 
sequence that best works for its requirements. Some countries may choose to 
more closely align with GFSM2014 and include all of these items in “other”. 
However, it would still be useful to ensure specific subcategories for larger 
expenditure items are clearly defined and structured       

280199 Other Current payments NEC  2821   

280299 Other Capital payments NEC 2822   

29 Accrued Expenses   This category includes only non-cash accrued expenses allowing it to be easily 
separated from the expenses that involve cashflows 

291 Depreciation Expense 23   

291001 Depreciation Expense     
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292 Impairment Expense     

292001 Impairment Expense     

293 Loss on disposal      

293001 Loss on disposal of Assets     

293999 Other losses form Assets (and liabilities)     

294 Bad and doubtful Debt Write-down     

295 Losses on foreign Exchange     
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Table 4 - Non-financial assets 

Account 
Number 

Account Name Current/Non-

Current2 

GFSM Mapping Comments 

3 Nonfinancial assets   31 To ensure consistency in numbering across the classes, the 

number 3 is substituted for 31 in the GFSM numbering.  

The structure required in any government reflects the 

composition of the assets in use. While IPSAS 17, Property, 

Plant and Equipment, provides a general structure for a 

government's asset classification, GFSM2014 provides 

more detail. While the final structure put in place is a 

country decision, it is useful to ensure at least the same 

level of detail contained in NFAs in GFSM2014.  It is also 

important to ensure this classification links with the Assets 

Registers used in government. The assets registers and the 

asset classification should utilize a common structure to 

ensure data is interoperable between different registers 

and systems.  Countries will also require a policy on the 

financial threshold above which an item is recognized in 

the balance sheet and below which it is expensed. This 

should be a decision based on materiality, but not just at 

the whole of government level - it must also take into 

account the balance sheets of MDAs too. If the threshold 

is set very high, as will be the case if calculated on 

materiality at a general government level (dominated by 

high value infrastructure assets) it will result in most 

assets in MDAs being expensed. This may not be a sensible 

 
2 This column provides a mapping for reporting current verses non-current assets, meeting the requirement in accounting to report short-term liquid assets (less than 12 months) 

separately from longer term assets  
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approach when looking for the proper management of 

these assets by the MDAs and also may make asset 

replacement and budget management challenging 

31 Fixed Assets   311   

311 Buildings and Structures NC 3111   

3111 Buildings       

311110 Dwellings   311111   

311120 Schools   311112   

311130 Hospitals   311112   

311140 Heritage buildings   311112   

311199 Other Buildings   311112   

3113 Structures   311113   

311310 Roads   311113   

311320 Bridges   311113   

311330 Waterways   311113   

311340 Telecommunication Infrastructure   311113   

311350 Heritage structures and Statues   311113   

311399 Other Structures   311113   
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3114 Land Improvements   311114   

311410 Land Improvements   311114   

312 Vehicles, Machinery and Equipment NC 31121   

3121 Vehicles    31121   

312110 Cars   31121   

312120 Buses   31121   

312130 Trucks   31121   

312140 Trains, trams and Light Rail   31121   

312150 Aircraft   31121   

312160 Boats and Ships   31121   

312199 Other Vehicles   31121   

3122 ICT Equipment   311221   

312210 Computers   311221   

312220 Networking Equipment   311221   

312230 Printer, scanners and other computer devices   311221   

3123 Machinery, Equipment and Tools    311222   

312310 Plant including heating and air-conditioning   311222   
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312320 Specialist Equipment and Tools   311222   

312330 Large Scale Equipment   311222   

312399 Other machinery, Equipment and Tools   311222   

313 Weapon Systems   3114   

314 Cultivated Resources   31131   

314110 Animals kept for production   311311   

314120 Plants maintained for Production   311312   

315 Intellectual Property   31132   

315010 Research and Development   311321   

315020 Mineral Exploration and Evaluation   311322   

315030 Computer Software and Databases   311323   

315031 Computer Software   3113231   

315032 Databases   3113232   

315040 Artistic Originals   311324   

315099 Other Intellectual Property   311325   

316 Inventories C 312   

316100 Materials and Supplies   31221   
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316110 Building materials   31221   

316120 Food   31221   

316130 Fuels   31221   

316140 Medical Supplies   31221   

316150 Office Supplies   31221   

316199 Other Material and Supplies   31221   

316200 Work in Progress   31222   

316300 Finished Goods   31223   

316400 Goods for Resale   31224   

316500 Military Inventories   31225   

317 Valuables NC 317   

317010 Non-monetary Gold and other precious metals   317   

317020 National Treasures and Collections   317   

317099 Other Valuables   317   

321 Land  NC 3141   

321001 Land   3141   

322 Natural Resources NC 3143   
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3221 Subsoil Assets   314332   

322101 Oil   314332   

322102 Gold and precious metals   314332   

322199 Other subsoil assets   314332   

3222 Non cultivated Biological Resources   31431   

3223 Water Resources   31432   

3224 Radio Spectrum   314331   

322999 Other Natural Resources NEC   314332   

330 Intangible Non-produced assets NC     

3301 Permits to use Natural Resources   314412   

330101 Fishing Permits   314412   
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34 Accumulated Depreciation and Amortization     There are a number of options for how accumulated 

depreciation is recorded in the class. Option one is to have 

a single code for double entry that works with the specific 

asset code, to record the depreciation expense and the 

accumulated depreciation (negative asset e.g. reduction in 

asset book value). A second is presented here, where each 

asset category which is depreciated has a corresponding 

accumulated depreciation code in category 34. Note that 

the sub-codes for the asset and accumulated depreciation 

are identical, allowing easy matching to determine the 

depreciated value of each asset category.  Pulsar3 offers a 

third option where the accumulated depreciation account 

is co-positioned with the stock account. These options are 

explained in detail in the chapter on the economic 

segment.  All options provide the required control and 

accounting (NB. not all codes are reflected here. Once the 

preferred approach is determined all the required codes 

should be added)   

341110 Dwellings       

341120 Schools       

341130 Hospitals       

341140 Heritage buildings       

 
3 The Public Sector Accounting and Reporting (PULSAR) Program, https://www.pulsarprogram.org 
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341199 Other Buildings       

341300 Structures       

341310 Roads       

341320 Bridges       

341330 Waterways       

341340 Telecommunication Infrastructure       

341350 Heritage structures and Statues       

341399 Other Structures       

341410 Land Improvements       

35 Impairment     There are also a number of options for how impairment is 

recorded in the class as per arrangements for depreciation 

above 

351110 Dwellings       

351120 Schools       

351130 Hospitals       

351140 Heritage buildings       

351199 Other Buildings       

351300 Structures       
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351310 Roads       

351320 Bridges       

351330 Waterways       

351340 Telecommunication Infrastructure       

351350 Heritage structures and Statues       

351399 Other Structures       

351410 Land Improvements       
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Table 5 - NFA - Separate sub-codes for Cash  

Account 
Number 

Account Name Current / Non-
Current 

GFSM 
Mapping 

Comments 

3 Nonfinancial assets   31 This structure is modified from the previous version 
to show how separate cash and non-cash elements 
can be included using sub-codes. The structure 
remains largely aligned with the previous 
worksheet, with the sixth-digit used to allow 
different types of transactions to be separately 
identified under a head code. A few examples of 
how this works are reflected in pink. Thus, cash is 
recorded separately from non-cash. Payables are 
recorded separately from cash to allow direct 
reporting of cash against the segment.   When cash 
payments are made there must be an additional 
transaction to post from the accrued payable to 
correctly record the cashflow    

31 Fixed Assets   311   

311 Buildings and Structures NC 3111   

3111 Buildings         

31111 Dwellings   311111 All the posting codes combine to change the total of 
the stock code 31111 

311111 payables   311111   

311112 cash   311111   

311113 depreciation    311111   

311114 impairment   311111   

311115 revaluation   311111   
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311116 capital improvements   311111 some countries prefer to have a separate capital 
repairs budget, and this posting code supports this 
approach while ensuring all capital repairs also 
accumulate to the stock account 

31112 Schools   311112   

311121 payables   311112   

311122 cash   311112   

311123 depreciation    311112   

311124 impairment   311112   

311125 revaluation   311112   

311126 capital improvements   311112   

31113 Hospitals   311112   

31114 Heritage buildings   311112   

31119 Other Buildings   311112   

3113 Structures   311113   

31131 Roads   311113   

31132 Bridges   311113   

31133 Waterways   311113   

31134 Telecommunication Infrastructure   311113   

31135 Heritage structures and Statues   311113   

31139 Other Structures   311113   

3114 Land Improvements   311114   

31141 Land Improvements   311114   

312 Vehicles, Machinery and Equipment NC 31121   

3121 Vehicles    31121   

31211 Cars   31121   

312111 payables   31121   

312112 cash   31121   

312113 depreciation    31121   
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312114 impairment   31121   

312115 revaluation   31121   

312116 capital improvements   31121   

31212 Buses   31121   

31213 Trucks   31121   

31214 Trains, trams and Light Rail   31121   

31215 Aircraft   31121   

31216 Boats and Ships   31121   

31219 Other Vehicles   31121   

3122 ICT Equipment   311221   

31221 Computers   311221   

31222 Networking Equipment   311221   

31223 Printer, scanners and other computer 
devices 

  311221   

3123 Machinery, Equipment and Tools    311222   

31231 Plant including heating and air-conditioning   311222   

312311 payables       

312312 cash       

312313 depreciation        

312314 impairment       

312315 revaluation       

312316 capital improvements       
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Table 6 - Financial Assets 

Account 
Number 

Account Name Current/Non-
Current 

GFSM 
Mapping 

Comments 

4 Financial Assets   32 A simplified structure is presented here but countries, 
particularly those on full accrual, will need to ensure all 
requirements for all financial assets are captured, 
including any specific financial instruments that maybe 
in place, distinguishing between why some assets are 
held, as an example, for investment, etc. To ensure 
consistency in numbering across the classes, the 
number 4 is substituted for 32 in the GFSM numbering   

41 Monetary gold and SDRs C 3201   

42 Domestic Financial Assets   321   

422 Currency and Deposits C 3212 Ideally this structure should mirror the requirements 
for separation of funds in government and include all 
bank accounts that maintain overnight balances. These 
bank accounts can be virtual and actual. Thus, the 
ledger structure can be used to eliminate the need for 
actual separate bank accounts. This allows the concept 
of a Treasury Single Account to be extended across 
general government.   Each virtual bank account can 
automatically separate every fund, every MDA and SU 
and every project when these codes are used in tandem 
with the other segments. This also means that each of 
these categories in each of the other segments has its 
own cashbook in the GL for managing and reporting the 
cash balances. Thus, each SU has its own cash book and 
the parent MDA has a cashbook which combines all its 
subordinate (children) SUs  

4221 Cash   3212   

422101 Cash on Hand   3212   

422102 Cash in Transit   3212   
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4222 General Government Operating Accounts   3212   

42221 TSA   3212 In this structure it can be seen that a single bank 
account exists, ideally at the central bank, and this 
account has virtual (or real) subaccounts underneath 
the head account.  Using these sub-accounts jointly 
with fund, organization and project segments means 
that every project/SU can have one or more separate 
subaccounts in the general ledger, and do not require 
actual bank accounts to be in place  

422211 General Fund Account   3212   

422212 Development Fund Sub-Account   3212   

422213 Trust Fund Sub-Account   3212   

422214 Own-Revenue Subaccount   3212   

422215 Extra-Budgetary Sub-Account   3212   

4223 Other Bank Accounts   3212   

422301 Sinking fund   3212   

422302 Future (Oil) Fund   3212   

422303 FX Accounts       

422399 Other Bank Accounts   3212   

423 Debt Securities C 3213 In many cases certain parts of general government may 
hold securities issued by other parts of government or 
privately, although the latter is unlikely 

424 Loans NC 3214 Governments tend to be very active in lending as part 
of its governance for supporting economic and social 
capacity building. The following lists some of the 
possible domestic lending that can take place and 
which reflect actual examples in a number of countries.  
Each loan category would be underpinned by a detailed 
loan register as sub accounts in FMIS or in other related 
sub-systems 

4241 Loans to other general government units   3214   
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424110 Loans to other levels of government   3214   

424120 Loans to statutory bodies    3214   

424130 Loans to Extra budgetary Funds   3214   

424140 Loans to State Owned Enterprises   3214   

4242 Non-government Loans   3214   

424210 Loans to Government Employees   3214   

424220 Loans to Students   3214   

424230 Loans to Other citizens   3214   

424240 Loans to NGOs   3214   

424250 Loans to Enterprises   3214   

424299 Other non-government loans       

425 Equity NC 3215   

425100 Equity in State Owned Enterprises   3215   

425200 Other Equity Holdings   3215   

426 Insurance, Pension and Guarantee 
Schemes 

  3216   

427 Financial derivatives   3217   

428 Accounts Receivable   3218   

428110 Receivables from Sales   3218   

428120 Receivables from Services   3218   

428130 Taxation Receivables C 3218   

428140 Employee Receivables   3218   

428150 Prepaid Expenses   3218   

428199 Other Accounts Receivable   3218   

43 Foreign Financial Assets   322   

432 Currency and Deposits C 3212   

4321 Cash   3212   

432101 Cash on Hand   3212   

432102 Cash in Transit   3212   
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4322 General Government Operating Accounts   3212   

432202 Foreign Mission Accounts   3212   

432203 Imprest Accounts       

4323 Other Bank Accounts   3212   

432301 Foreign Investment Accounts   3212   

432399 Other Foreign Bank Accounts       

433 Debt Securities C 3213   

433001 Reverse REPOS   3213   

434 Loans NC 3214   

4341 Loans to other governments    3214   

434110 Bilateral Loans to other governments   3214   

434120 Loans to multilateral government 
agencies 

  3214   

4342 Non-government Loans   3214   

434210 Loans to Enterprises   3214   

435 Equity NC 3215   

435100 Foreign Owned State Owned Enterprises   3215   

435200 Other Equity Holdings   3215   

436 Insurance, pension and guarantee 
schemes 

  3216   

437 Financial derivatives   3217   

438 Accounts Receivable C 3218   

438100 Receivables from Sales   3218   

438200 Receivables from Services   3218   

438300 Prepaid Expenses   3218   

438999 Other Accounts Receivable   3218   

439 Provision Accounts       

439001 Provision for impairments       
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Table 7 - Liabilities 

Account 
Number 

Account Name Current/Non-
Current 

GFSM 
Mapping 

Comments 

5 Liabilities   33 A simplified structure is presented here but 
countries, particularly those on full accrual, 
will need to ensure all requirements for all 
liabilities is captured, including any specific 
financial instruments that maybe in place, 
distinguishing between why some liabilities 
are held etc. To ensure consistency in 
numbering across the classes, the number 5 
is substituted for 33 in the GFSM numbering  

52 Domestic Liabilities   332   

522 Currency and Deposits C 3321   

5221 General Government Overdraft Accounts   3321   

522101 Overdraft - Central Bank    3321   

522102 Overdraft- Commercial Banks   3321   

523 Debt Securities   3323 Securities here are identified separately by 
their duration. This allows a distinction 
between current and non-current to be 
undertaken easily and also to allow easy 
analysis for debt statistics e.g. % of debt held 
for specific durations 

5231 REPOS C 3323   

5232 Treasury Bills C 3323   

523211 Treasury Bills - 1 Month   3323   

523212 Treasury Bills - 3 Months   3323   

523213 Treasury Bills - 6 Months   3323   

523214 Treasury Bills - 12 Months   3323   
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5233 Treasury Notes NC 3323   

523311 Treasury Notes - 2 Years   3323   

523312 Treasury Notes - 5 Years   3323   

523313 Treasury Notes - 10 Years   3323   

5234 Treasury Bonds NC 3323   

523411 Treasury Bonds - 20 Years   3323   

523412 Treasury Bonds - 30 Years   3323   

524 Domestic Loans NC 3324   

524110 Loans from other levels of General Government   3324   

524210 Loans from SoEs   3324   

524310 Loans from Commercial Financial Institutions   3324   

524499 Other Domestic Loans    3324   

525 Equity NC 3325   

526 Insurance, Pension and Guarantee Schemes   3326   

527 Financial Derivatives   3327   

528 Accounts Payable C 3328   

528110 Trade Payables   3328   

528120 Employee Compensation Payables   3328   

528130 Tax Payables   3326   

528140 Subsidy Payables   3328   

528150 Grant Payables   3328   

528160 Social Benefit Payables   3328   

528170 Prepaid Revenue   3328   

528999 Other Accounts Payable   3328   

53 Foreign Liabilities   333   

533 Debt Securities   3333   

533100 Securities issued in Foreign Markets - up to 12 months C 3333   

533200 Securities issued in Foreign Markets - greater than 12 months NC 3333   

534 Foreign Loans NC 3334   
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5341 Loans from Bilateral partners    3334   

534110 Loans from Multilateral Partners   3334   

534120 Commercial Loans   3334   

535 Equity NC 3335   

536 Insurance, Pension and Guarantee Schemes   3336   

537 Financial Derivatives   3337   

538 Accounts Payable C 3338   

538100 Trade Payables   3338   

538200 Employee Compensation Payables   3338   

538300 Prepaid Revenue   3338   

538999 Other Accounts Payable   3338   

54 Provisions   3338   

541100 Current    3338   

541200 Non-Current   3338   
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Table 8 -  Equity 

  

Account 
Number 

Account Name Analytical 
Account/Posting 

Account 

GFSM Mapping Comments 

6 Net Assets   Not Applicable No mapping exists in GFSM as net assets is implied e.g. it is the balance of 
assets less liabilities 

60 Equity Injections       

61 Net Result       

611000 Net deficit/surplus- 
Current Year 

      

612000 Accumulated Net 
Deficit/Surplus 

      

62 Revaluation Reserve       

621000 Revaluation 
adjustments 

      

622000 First Time Recognition/ 
Derecognition 

      

63         

639999 Other Adjustments to 
Net Assets 
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Table 9 - Off Balance Accounts 

Account Name Analytical 
Account/Posting 

Account 

GFSM Mapping Comments 

Off Balance Accounts    Not Applicable It is useful to control certain items within the GL even where 
they do not form part of the accounting balances. 
Contingent liabilities is a common example, where 
disclosures are required in the notes under accrual and 
encouraged under the cash basis IPSAS. Many countries also 
use registers for controlling other items, for example, 
employee loans and the sources of specific funds held in 
deposit accounts for money not owned but controlled by 
government, etc.  

Contingent Liability Control Register       

Contingent Asset Control Register       

Other Control Registers       
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Appendix III: Extract from the Financial Statements of The Federal 

Government of Australia  
Australian Government balance sheet 
as at 30 June 2019 

    2019 2018 

  Note $m $m 

Assets       

Financial assets       

Cash and deposits   8,261 6,325 

Advances paid 5A 63,918 51,765 

Other receivables and accrued revenue 5A 53,179 51,105 

Investments, loans and placements 5B 333,479 325,638 

Equity investments 5C 67,919 59,092 

Total financial assets   526,756 493,925 

Non-financial assets       

Land  5D 13,628 13,316 

Buildings 5D 30,026 29,073 

Specialist military equipment 5D 66,593 62,020 

Other plant, equipment and infrastructure 5D 61,256 54,689 

Intangibles 5D 12,731 11,571 

Investment property 5D 340 341 

Inventories 5E 9,145 8,831 

Heritage and cultural assets 5D 11,695 11,619 

Other non-financial assets 5F 5,139 3,943 

Total non-financial assets   210,553 195,403 

Total assets 5G 737,309 689,328 

        

Liabilities       

Interest bearing liabilities       

Deposits held 6A 34,056 33,841 

Government securities 6B 619,219 567,661 

Loans 6C 16,240 15,181 

Other borrowings 6D 10,164 8,807 

Other interest-bearing liabilities 6E 9,469 10,760 
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Total interest-bearing liabilities   689,148 636,250 

Provisions and payables       

Superannuation liability 6F 416,046 313,970 

Other employee liabilities  6F 28,090 21,698 

Supplier payables 6G 13,152 11,861 

Personal benefits payable 6G 2,994 2,758 

Subsidies payable 6G 630 602 

Grants payable 6G 2,750 3,384 

Australian currency on issue 6H 80,024 75,565 

Other payables 6G 3,985 3,028 

Other provisions 6H 45,123 37,950 

Total provisions and payables   592,794 470,816 

Total liabilities   1,281,942 1,107,066 

        

Net worth       

Accumulated results   (635,192) (500,718) 

Reserves   90,376 82,869 

Minority interests   183 111 

Net worth   (544,633) (417,738) 
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Appendix IV: Example of a Source of Fund Structure 

Example Source of Funds Segment 
Number Description Comments 

    The approach to the SoF Segment is to allow aggregate reporting by all government funds 
while still providing the separation required for different sources of financing. The structure 
should reflect external and internal requirements for separate control and reporting of funds 
across general government  

1 Consolidation of all Funds Allows the reporting of the entire cash balances of general government for all funds 

111 Consolidation Fund Account All government general revenues not earmarked for specific purposes 

1111 Consolidation Fund Posting Account The fund account used for all tax and non-tax revenues which are not retained by MDAs 

1112 Own Source Revenue Posting Account Own revenues of MDAs which can be retained for their use but which form part of the general 
government fund (an example only- arrangements will differ for each country) 

113 Development Fund In this example, DP funds are considered part of the consolidated fund – if this is not the case 
then using 12 rather than 113 would place them outside the consolidated fund. Note that 
grants, loans and non-cash DP support are recorded separated in three sub-funds. This allows 
the establishment of a unique register for each DP where all three sub-funds can be combined 
and reported for each DP both separately and in aggregate. Non-cash transfers are common 
and would only be used where a country is not reporting on an accrual basis and wishes to 
track these contributions and/or disclose in the notes contributions made other than in cash     

1131 Grants All earmarked grants from DPs are recorded here. If a grant is received for general budget 
support it would be recorded directly against the general fund 

113101 Australia Note that the sub-code for Australia, 01 is common across all three sub-funds. This could be 
used in the form ####01 to report for all bilateral activities for Australia. The register of DPs 
has been divided into bilateral (01-19) and multilateral (21-99) 

113102 New Zealand   

113103 China   

113104 Japan    
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113105 United Kingdom   

113106 South Korea   

113107 India   

  ….   

112121 IMF   

112122 World Bank   

112123 ADB   

1132 Loans All earmarked loans from DPs are recorded here. If a loan is received for general budget 
support, it would be recorded directly against the general fund 

113201 Australia   

113202 New Zealand   

113203 China   

113204 Japan    

113205 United Kingdom   

113206 South Korea   

113207 India   

….     

112221 IMF   

112222 World Bank   

112223 ADB   

1142 Non-Cash Contributions All non-cash contributions from DPs are recorded here, for example food, equipment and 
technical assistance. Many countries will simply choose not to report these transfers. Under 
cash basis reporting, there is actually no requirement to report these non-cash grants.   These 
are separately recorded only where a country is not on full accrual, and allows the cash 
contributions to be separately managed and reported in the notes to the financial statements. 
One challenge is determining reliable values for these transfers. As an example, if a country 
denotes a vehicle to another country what is the value of that vehicle? Is it the value assigned 
by the donating country or is that value determined by the recipient countries valuation? The 
latter is likely to be more reliable assuming such valuations are possible. This will require 
specific accounting policies if the information reported is to be reliable  
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114201 Australia   

114202 New Zealand   

114203 China   

114204 Japan    

114205 United Kingdom   

114206 South Korea   

114207 India   

….     

114221 IMF   

114222 World Bank   

114223 ADB   

121 Deposit funds Funds controlled by government but not owned by government. Sometimes referred to as 
money held in trust. Each separate deposit fund in each MDA would have its own deposit 
head account. Thus, if each MDA only had one deposit account each, only Deposit Fund 
Account 1 would be used. As this segment is also used with the administrative classification, 
each spending unit can have a separate set of deposit accounts using the same SoF code   

1211 Deposit fund Account 1 The deposit fund account is a head account where each different owner of the funds would be 
separately identified in a sub-register (e.g. creditors sub-register)  

1212 …. Deposit Fund accounts from 1212 onwards would only be used where the MDA/spending unit 
has more than one type of deposit account 

1213 …   

1214 …   

1215 ….   

1216 …   

1217 …   

1218 …   

1219 ..Deposit fund Account 9   

    Other funds would be added as per each country’s requirements - The following are examples 
only. The SoF Segment also allows for these funds to be subdivided into sub-funds as required 
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131 Social Fund   

132 Health Fund   

133 Agricultural fund   

134 Road Fund   

135 Future Fund   

181 Debt Sinking Fund An investment fund to accumulate cash balances to pay future debt servicing requirements 

19 Contingency Funds Contingency funds are usually a set aside in the budget to accommodate urgent and 
unforeseen spending requirements, for example a natural disaster. They may not be separate 
funds themselves although this is becoming more common as countries that have recurring 
natural disasters such as storms or floods seek to set aside funds each year to provide for the 
bad years    

1911 Disaster Risk Mitigation Fund  Many countries have created these funds to accumulate a certain level of cash reserves each 
year to be better placed to deal with large catastrophic events in the future 

1999 Other Contingency Funds This is likely to be a set aside in the budget which is managed by a central agency (Prime 
Minister’s Office, MOF). Decisions on spending are made during the year and result in funds 
being transferred from the controlling MDA and this SoF code to the receiving MDA and the 
general fund. Final spending should use all of the segments of the full CoA to ensure 
consistency in the recording of expenditures. Thus, if a hurricane damaged school buildings, 
funds may originate from the contingency fund but the final spending would be recorded 
against the correct organization codes including SU, the correct program, function, 
geographically and economically   
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Appendix V: COFOG 

CountryX Functional Classification CoFoG Mapping  

This table seeks to show how a country 
can modify the CoFoG classification to 
meet country specific requirements 
while still supporting mapping to the 
international classification. It is 
important to ensure that country 
specific categories are not established 
that cross over two or more CoFoG 
categories. Thus, while country 
requirements should drive sector-
based reporting, it is useful to ensure 
that these are broken down to at least 
the lowest level of CoFoG too, allowing 
consistent mapping back to this 
international classification    

1 100 General public services 701 70100 General public services 

The numbering system has been 
simplified to reduce the number of 
digits used. For the first nine functions 
there is effectively a lead zero "0". 
Thus, General public services is really 
0100 

  110 
Executive and legislative organs, financial and fiscal 
affairs, external affairs 

 70110 
Executive and legislative organs, financial and 
fiscal affairs, external affairs 

  

  111 Executive and legislative organs  70111 Executive and legislative organs   

  112 Financial and fiscal affairs  70112 Financial and fiscal affairs   

  113 External affairs  70113 External affairs   

  120 Foreign economic aid  70120 Foreign economic aid   
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  121 
Economic aid to developing countries and 
countries in transition 

 70121 
Economic aid to developing countries and 
countries in transition   

  122 
Economic aid routed through international 
agencies 

 70122 
Economic aid routed through international 
agencies   

  130 General services  70130 General services   

  131 General personnel services  70131 General personnel services   

  132 Overall planning and statistical services  70132 Overall planning and statistical services   

  133 Other general services  70133 Other general services   

  140 Basic Research  70140 Basic Research   

  160 Public debt transactions  70170 Public debt transactions   

  170 
Transfers of a general character between different 
levels of government 

 70180 
Transfers of a general character between 
different levels of government   

  180 R&D General public services  70150 R&D General public services 
All R+D coding now have the format 
#80 to ensure consistency across the 
entire classification 

  190 General public services NEC  70160 General public services  
All NEC or "other" sub-items now have 
the format #90 to ensure consistency 
across the entire classification 

2 70200 Defense 702 70200 Defense   

  210 National Security  70210 National Security   

  220 Civil defense  70220 Civil defense   

  230 Foreign military aid  70230 Foreign military aid   

  280 R+D Défense  70240 RSS Défense   

  290 Other Défense   70250 Other Défense    

3 70300 Public order and safety 703 70300 Public order and safety   

  310 Police Services  70310 Police Services   

  320 Fire protection services  70320 Fire protection services   

  330 Law courts  70330 Law courts   

  340 Prisons  70340 Prisons   

  380 R+D Public order and safety  70350 RSS Public order and safety   

  390 Public order and safety NEC  70360 Public order and safety    
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4 400 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting   70420 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting 

This has been taken out of the CoFoG 
economic function "4" and given its 
own function to show how certain 
subsectors which are important in a 
country can still be mapped to CoFoG 
but be reflected at the sector level for 
country specific analysis   

  410 Agriculture  70421 Agriculture   

  420 Forestry  70422 Forestry   

  430 Fishing and hunting  70423 Fishing and hunting   

  480 R+D Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting  70482 R&D Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting   

  490 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting NEC  70420 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting   

5 500 Tourism   70473 Tourism 

This has been taken out of the CoFoG 
economic function "4" and given its 
own function to show how certain 
subsectors which are important in a 
country can still be mapped to CoFoG 
but be reflected at the sector level for 
country specific analysis   

  510 Domestic Tourism  70473 Tourism 

This subcategory may not be relevant 
for each country but is included as an 
example only, to show that specific 
subcategories can be created for each 
country as long as they can map back 
to CoFoG 

  520 International Tourism  70473 Tourism 

This subcategory may not be relevant 
for each country but is included as an 
example only, to show that specific 
subcategories can be created for each 
country as long as they can map back 
to CoFoG 

  580 R+D Tourism  70487 R&D Other industries   

  590 Tourism NEC  70473 Tourism   
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6 600 Other Economic Affairs 704 70400 Economic affairs 

This reflect those elements of the 
original CoFoG function "4" which are 
not reflected in their own specific 
function in the country segment. 
Countries may decide to further 
subdivide the economic function 
where certain industries are very 
important domestically e.g. oil and 
gas. Stakeholder reporting 
requirements, particularly for strategic 
budget allocation analysis, will drive 
the final country structure which is put 
in place 

  610 General economic, commercial, and labour affairs  70410 General economic, commercial, and labour affairs   

  611 General economic and commercial affairs  70411 General economic and commercial affairs   

  612 General labour affairs  70412 General labour affairs   

  620 Fuel and energy  70430 Fuel and energy   

  621 Coal and other solid mineral fuels  70431 Coal and other solid mineral fuels   

  622 Petroleum and mineral gas  70432 Petroleum and mineral gas   

  623 Nuclear fuels  70433 Nuclear fuels   

  624 Other fuels  70434 Other fuels   

  625 Electricity  70435 Electricity   

  626 Nonelectric energy  70436 Nonelectric energy   

  630 Mining, manufacturing, and construction  70440 Mining, manufacturing, and construction   

  631 
Mining of mineral resources other than mineral 
fuels 

 70441 
Mining of mineral resources other than mineral 
fuels   

  632 Manufacturing  70442 Manufacturing   

  633 Construction  70443 Construction   

  640 Transport  70450 Transport   

  641 Road transport  70451 Road transport   

  642 Water transport  70452 Water transport   

  643 Railway transport  70453 Railway transport   
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  644 Air transport  70454 Air transport   

  645 Pipeline and other transport  70455 Pipeline and other transport   

  660 Communication  70460 Communication   

  670 Other industries  70470 Other industries   

  671 Distributive trades, storage, and warehousing  70471 Distributive trades, storage, and warehousing   

  672 Hotels and restaurants  70472 Hotels and restaurants   

  673 Multipurpose development projects  70474 Multipurpose development projects   

  680 R&D Economic affairs  70480 R&D Economic affairs   

  681 
R&D General economic, commercial, and labour 
affairs 

 70481 
R&D General economic, commercial, and labour 
affairs   

  682 R&D Fuel and energy  70483 R&D Fuel and energy   

  683 R&D Mining, manufacturing, and construction  70484 R&D Mining, manufacturing, and construction   

  684 R&D Transport  70485 R&D Transport   

  685 R&D Communication  70486 R&D Communication   

  689 R&D Other industries  70487 R&D Other industries   

  690 Economic affairs NEC  70490 Economic affairs    

7 700 Environmental protection 705 70500 Environmental protection   

  710 Waste management  70510 Waste management   

  720 Waste water management  70520 Waste water management   

  730 Pollution abatement  70530 Pollution abatement   

  740 Protection of biodiversity and landscape  70540 Protection of biodiversity and landscape   

  780 R+D  Environmental protection  70550 RSS  Environmental protection   

  790 Environmental protection NEC  70560 Environmental protection    

8 800 Housing and community amenities 706 70600 Housing and community amenities   

  810 Housing development  70610 Housing development   

  820 Community development  70620 Community development   

  830 Water supply  70630 Water supply   

  840 Street lighting  70640 Street lighting   

  880 R+D  Environmental protection  70650 RSS Housing and community amenities   
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  890 Housing and community amenities NEC  70660 Housing and community amenities    

9 900 Health 707 70700 Health   

  910 Medical products, appliances, and equipment  70710 Medical products, appliances, and equipment   

  911 Pharmaceutical products  70711 Pharmaceutical products   

  912 Other medical products  70712 Other medical products   

  913 Therapeutic appliances and equipment  70713 Therapeutic appliances and equipment   

  920 Outpatient services  70720 Outpatient services   

  921 General medical services  70721 General medical services   

  922 Specialized medical services  70722 Specialized medical services   

  923 Dental services  70723 Dental services   

  924 Paramedical services  70724 Paramedical services   

  930 Hospital services  70730 Hospital services   

  931 General hospital services  70731 General hospital services   

  932 Specialized hospital services  70732 Specialized hospital services   

  933 Medical and maternity center services  70733 Medical and maternity center services   

  934 Nursing and convalescent home services  70734 Nursing and convalescent home services   

  940 Public health services  70740 Public health services   

  950 Regional Health  70750 Regional Health   

  960 Preventative Health   70760 Preventative Health    

  980 R+D Health   no mapping   

  990 Health NEC   no mapping   

10 1000 Recreation, culture, and religion 708 70800 Recreation, culture, and religion   

  1010 Recreation and sporting services  70810 Recreation and sporting services   

  1020 Cultural services  70820 Cultural services   

  1030 Broadcasting and publishing services  70830 Broadcasting and publishing services   

  1040 Religious and other community services  70840 Religious and other community services   

  1080 R&D Recreation, cultural, and religion  70850 R&D Recreation, cultural, and religion   

  1090 Recreation, culture, and religion NEC  70860 Recreation, culture, and religion    

11 1100 Education 709 70900 Education   
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  1110 Pre-primary and primary education  70910 Pre-primary and primary education   

  1111 Pre-primary education  70911 Pre-primary education   

  1112 Primary education  70912 Primary education   

  1120 Secondary education  70920 Secondary education   

  1121 Lower-secondary education  70921 Lower-secondary education   

  1122 Upper-secondary education  70922 Upper-secondary education   

  1130 Postsecondary non tertiary education  70930 Postsecondary non tertiary education   

  1140 Tertiary education  70940 Tertiary education   

  1141 First stage or tertiary education  70941 First stage or tertiary education   

  1142 Secondary stage of tertiary education  70942 Secondary stage of tertiary education   

  1150 Education not definable by level  70950 Education not definable by level   

  1160 Subsidiary services to education  70960 Subsidiary services to education   

  1180 R&D Education  70970 R&D Education   

  1190 Education N.E.C.  70980 Education N.E.C.   

12 1200 Social protection 710 71000 Social protection   

  1210 Sickness and disability  71010 Sickness and disability   

  1211 Sickness  71011 Sickness   

  1212 Disability  71012 Disability   

  1220 Old age  71020 Old age   

  1230 Survivors  71030 Survivors   

  1240 Family and children  71040 Family and children   

  1250 Unemployment  71050 Unemployment   

  1260 Housing  71060 Housing   

  1280 R&D Social protection  71080 R&D Social protection   

  1290 Social Sector NEC  71090 Social protection N.E.C.   

  1292 Social protection N.E.C.  71090 Social protection N.E.C.   

  1291 Social exclusion N.E.C.  71070 Social exclusion N.E.C.   
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13 1300 Investment Spending     no mapping This is an example of a function which 
undermines sector-based reporting -t 
this type of classification exists in a 
number of countries. This function will 
aggregate all investment spending for 
all of the other functions resulting in 
under-reporting expenditures for 
capital investment for each sector. 
This type of cross-cutting sector should 
not be used when reporting 
functionally. 

14 1400 Contingency Reserve     no mapping There is no need to create a special 
sector-based category for contingency 
or other funds. The budget allocation 
and control can be included in the 
Source of Funds Segment or other 
segments as required. For sector-
based expenditures the final use of the 
contingency funds should be recorded, 
for example, if a primary school has 
been built or repaired, it would be 
reflected under Primary Education in 
the Education Sector. This type of 
budgetary allocation and control 
requirement should not be included in 
the functional segment to record final 
expenditures. This approach is 
acceptable where it is used for budget 
allocation and control but does not 
record final expenditure  
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Appendix VI 

Examples of Coding Using Funds and other Segments 
Type of 

Activity 

Fund Administrative Function Programme Project Geographic Economic Financial 

Transactions 

General Fund - Recurrent Budget  

Budget 

Appropriation 

General Fund Ministry of 

Education 

Secondary 

Education 

Improved 

Secondary 

Education 

N/A N/A Goods and 

Services - 22 

250,000,000 

(Cash Limit) 

Spending General Fund Ministry of 

Education 

Secondary 

Education 

Improved 

Secondary 

Education 

---- Baku Periodicals 25,000 (debit) 

General Fund - Project Budget 

Budget 

Appropriation 

General Fund Ministry of 

Health 

Diagnostics 

and 

Prevention 

Health 

Promotion 

Improved 

vaccination 

project 

Shamkir Goods and 

Services 

10,000,000 

(Cash Limit) 

Spending General Fund Ministry of 

Health 

Diagnostics 

and 

Prevention 

Health 

Promotion 

Improved 

vaccination 

project 

Shamkir Advertising 3,000 (debit) 

Contingency Fund 

Budget 

Appropriation 

Contingency  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 100,000,000 

(cash limit)  
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Fund  

Spending Contingency 

Fund 

Ministry of 

Health 

Specialist 

Hospitals 

Health 

Protection  

Emergency 

hospital 

Repairs 

Absheron Capital 

Repairs, 

Buildings 

10,000,000 

(debit) 

Spending Contingency 

Fund 

Ministry of 

Education 

Higher 

Education 

Improved 

Higher 

Education   

N/A N/A Scholarships 5,000,000 

(debit) 

Development Fund – Project Funds separated by Development Partner  

Budget 

Appropriation 

to projects 

General Fund 

(Capital 

Spending) 

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

N/A N/A 70,000,000 

(project limit- 

General Fund) 

Grant Revenue Development 

Fund- World 

Bank sub-fund 

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

N/A N/A 200,000,000 

(project limit- 

WB Funds) 

Council of 

Ministers 

allotment of 

WB funds to 

project 

Development 

Fund - World 

Bank sub-fund 

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

N/A N/A 100,000,000 

(project in-year 

limit) 

Project Budget Spending  

Spending General Fund- 

Capital 

Spending  

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

Sumqayit Specialist 

Equipment- 

Radiology unit 

5,000,000 

(debit) 
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Spending General Fund Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

Sumqayit Salaries 6,000,000 

(debit) 

Spending Development 

Fund- WB sub-

fund 

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

Sumqayit Respirators 25,000,000 

(debit) 

Spending Development 

Fund- WB 

Subfund 

Ministry of 

Health 

General 

Hospitals 

Primary 

Health 

Sumqayit 

Hospital 

upgrade 

Sumqayit Inventory -

Building 

materials 

2,300,000 

(debit) 
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Appendix VII:  Template for a UCoAs Manual 
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CountryXX– Unified CoAs (including the Budget 
Classification and Chart of Accounts) Manual 

 

Content 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

a. Purpose of the Unified Chart of Accounts 
b. Structure and Relationship to the Primary Reports of Government 
c. Relationship to GFSM 2014 and the Primary Reports of Government 
d. Relationship between the Old CoAs and the New UCoAs 

(temporary section to be deleted in future) 

II. ORGANIZATIONAL SEGMENT 

III. PROGRAM SEGMENT 

IV.   PROJECT SEGMENT 

V. SOURCE OF FUNDS SEGMENT 

VI. GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENT 

VII. ECONOMIC SEGMENT 

VIII. FUNCTIONAL SEGMENT 

 

APPENDIX A (EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL ACCOUNTING ENTRIES 
USING THE CHART OF ACCOUNTS) 

APPENDIX B (FULL ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION INCLUDING 
MAPPING TO GFSM2014) 

APPENDIX C (MAPPING THE OLD ACCOUNTS TO THE NEW 
ACCCOUNTS)  
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I. Introduction 

 
a. Purpose of the Unified Chart of Accounts (UCoAs) 
 
The International Federation of Accountants defines a CoAs as: “….a systematic coding system 
for the classification and coding of transactions and events within the accounting system. It 
defines the organization of ledgers used within the accounting system.”  
 
The objective of the UCoAs is to provide financial information for multiple uses both within 
and outside government. The classification system includes separate segments that identify 
source of financing, organizational structures, results based budgeting via programs,  sector 
based reporting through a functional classification, projects to better integrate external 
financing, a geographic segment to provide a CountryXX view of government activities and 
an economic segment to understand what we spend and collect and to prepare key financial 
and other reports.  This account structure is incorporated into the budgeting and accounting 
operations to provide consistent information.  The UCoAs (the entire account structure) 
provides the framework for financial planning, resource allocation, management control, 
accounting, reporting and evaluation of the operation of government ministries, departments 
and agencies (MDAs).   
 
The UCoAs is the means by which all financial transactions are coded and recorded within the 
government financial management information system (FMIS) and is utilized by other systems 
that interact with the FMIS to ensure consistent classification of all financial transactions.   
Each code has a unique definition so that any official recording transactions or reviewing 
reports will uniformly understand the transactions included in each code. Therefore, it is very 
important that all officials dealing with financial matters become knowledgeable of the various 
classification elements and codes that are included in this manual.   
 

The UCoAs further represents a systematic approach to classifying all financial stocks and 

flows − a mechanism through which financial information is captured, processed and reported 

on.   

The CountryXX UCoAs will: 

• allow the capture of high-level expenditure/revenue information for appropriation 
control;  

• allow the capture of detailed expenditure/revenue information for management/internal 
control and audit purposes; 

• provide a framework for recording and reporting on other financial stocks and flows 
such as assets and liabilities; 

• facilitate the production of predefined reports for a variety of user requirements; 

• facilitate the production of user-defined reports as required; 

• allow international comparison;  

• facilitate the production of consolidated and detailed reporting; and 

• support strategic planning and results-based analysis. 
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There are a number of core principles for the effective development, implementation and 
maintenance of a UCoAs4: 

Comprehensiveness. The UCoAs should be comprehensive enough to capture all the 

required/relevant information. The budget classifications should not follow a different 

coding system and should be embedded in (or harmonized with) the government’s 

accounting classifications – the accounting and reporting system should be the primary 

source of financial information for reporting on budget execution. The accounting and 

reporting system may, however, require additional classifications or detailed accounts to 

meet financial management needs and comply with accounting standards. 

Granularity. The segments and sub-segments of the UCoAs should be designed to facilitate 

many possible (different) combinations of data elements necessary for control and reporting 

purposes. Each segment should have sufficient detail to meet all control, accountability, 

management, and reporting needs for all stakeholders. 

Mutual exclusiveness. The attributes of UCoAs segments should be defined in a way to make 

them mutually exclusive and avoid confusion in transaction posting and reporting.  

Non-redundancy. There is no need for an independent segment in the UCoAs if the related 

information could be derived from another segment. Where there are multiple 

classifications, it can be useful to explore the relationships between those classifications. 

For example, the requirements of the Classifications of the Functions of Government 

(CoFoG) – an international classification system – can often be derived from the 

organization classification and the program classification.   

Internal consistency. The logic applied in designing the hierarchical structure of UCoAs 

segments should be internally consistent. Using a consistent numbering system and 

structure helps to make the UCoAs user-friendly and will reduce the chance of coding 

errors. 

Scalability. The UCoAs should allow flexibility for future additions and changes as far as 

possible. It should provide for capturing additional information in the future, particularly 

when such additional information has been anticipated/identified as part of an ongoing 

PFM reform program. Providing room for growth, change and future reporting 

requirements can help ensure a UCoAs will be relevant for a long period of time and is able 

to cope with the changing needs of the business environment, regulatory requirements and 

reporting obligations. A UCoAs with a well-designed structure and open account range can 

accommodate future legal and business requirements.  

A unified framework. Individual accounting units are allowed certain flexibility in developing 

their own specific account codes at a more detailed level. However, the UCoAs should be 

unified to ensure that, at a minimum, the information at the aggregate level uses the same 

accounting classification. 

 
4Source: IMF Technical Notes and Manuals – Chart of Accounts: A critical element of the Public Financial 

Management Framework –Cooper and Pattanayak - http://blog-pfm.imf.org/files/tnm_2011-03_web-1.pdf 

 

http://blog-pfm.imf.org/files/tnm_2011-03_web-1.pdf
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Future changes to the UCoAs must ensure adherence to the principles defined above. To 

this end, control over the UCoAs, including changes, will be the responsibility of the XXX 

Unit who will ensure that any changes are implemented with these principles in mind. At 

least once each year, prior to the budget circular being sent to MDAs, the UCoAs should be 

reviewed and updated for the following year. This updating should ensure that any changes 

or new codes added to the UCoAs do not impact fiscal integrity. Where changes are made, 

historical data must be updated according to the new UCoAs to ensure compatibility and the 

ability to analyze data from the past in accordance with the evolving classification system.   

 

b. Structure and Relationship to the Primary Reports of Government 

 
Overall Structure of the CoA 

 
[Insert Schematic for the UCoA] 
 
 
Hierarchical Relationships within the UCoAs 
 
 
The above table shows the hierarchy relating to each segment of the UCoAs. All segments in 
green are coded by users. These are: budget entity, program, economic (account) and source of 
funds. The functional segment and the XX segments are derived through a mapping table based 
on the relationship to the ministry and program segments. The orange boxes denote the level 
of each segment at which budget control takes place. These are hard cash controls, i.e. the 
budget control established cannot be exceeded5. For additional expenditure to occur, explicit 
approval is required through a virement approval by the MoF. Once approved the budget 
amount will be increased to reflect the higher level of budget allocation. 
 
When recording information in the FMIS, this must always occur at the lowest level of each 
segment. This is because all the higher levels are derived from the information captured at the 
lowest level. It is not possible to derive information at a lower level than the posting level, 
because there is no way to determine how it should be broken down. This is commonly referred 
to as the level at which transactions are posted to the general ledger. In CountryXX, the XX 
segments have a different posting level to the level at which budget control occurs. In the future, 
further detailed levels may be added to a number of segments by using the reserved digits in 
the relevant segments. Provision has also been made in the UCoAs structure to add a further 
segment in the future if required. 
   
 
Purpose of Each Segment  
 

Organization – A xx-level segment, describing the budget entities in government.  Each 
ministry or first level organisation represents a different budget entity. Each first level entity 
will have an accounting officer who is delegated the authority by Parliament (or equivalent) to 
manage the funds in the budget allocation. 
 

 
5 These controls will vary from country to country 
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Program – defined as a group of activities with a common objective. This is a XX-level 
segment. The budget of each budget entity is broken down into one or more programs. Program 
budgeting is a tool which seeks to provide decision makers with performance information to 
measure the results being achieved by the MDA. It assists decision-makers to focus on the 
results being achieved rather than a traditional inputs/spending focus in government.  Funds 
will be appropriate to programs which means that government agencies cannot move funds 
between programs without the explicit approval of the MoF.  
 
Project – a XX-level segment used only for those activities that are separately funded in the 
budget or funded from external sources to meet a specific purpose. Projects normally have a 
finite life and a budget defined at the commencement of the project. Most projects will be 
executed under the development fund, and many will be capital in nature. Projects may have 
multiple sources of financing.  All projects must also be allocated against the correct economic 
codes. Thus, a project may be capital in nature, such as building a road; reflect recurrent 
spending, such as a vector project to reduce risks associated with mosquito borne diseases, or 
a combination of both capital and recurrent spending.  The second level of projects is the project 
component which is a secondary level for spending control and reporting. Components of 
projects are predefined into specific categories largely to record the inputs for capital projects 
such as salaries, materials, etc.   
 
Source of Funds – a XX-level segment used to segregate certain receipts and match these to 
specific outflows. It supports the creation of separate statutory funds and also allows budget 
entities to control and report on external financing from DPs (DP) for both recurrent and capital 
spending. Most government revenues will be allocated to one fund – the general fund. 
Consequently, this will be the default fund within the FMIS. Where other funds are required, 
generally within the development fund, structures will be put in place to properly record the 
receipts and payments for each fund. Each DP (or sourced fund provider) has its own fund 
codes and grants and loans are reported separately. Funds also exist for own source revenues 
of ministries such as funds for police to retain all or some of the fines collected, for schools -  
to collect fees for books, etc. There are also statutorily defined special funds, such as the 
President’s Contingency Fund and Debt Sinking Fund, and deposit funds which include money 
held in trust by government, for example for securities deposits for the importation of goods. 
 
Function – a segment based on the Classification of the Functions of Government (CoFoG). 
This segment is also derived through a mapping table which is defined according to the 
spending units. It is used to capture information about the sector and sub-sectors where 
expenditures are made. 
 
Geographic – this is a XX-level segment which captures financial information based on where 
the transactions occur geographically. The first level defines the Tier 1 in XXcountry while the 
second level reflects the Tier 2 etc.  
 

Economic – a XX-level segment and the main link between budgeting, accounting macro fiscal 
and statistical reporting in government.  Level 1 denotes the class of the segment, e.g. assets, 
liabilities, revenues or expenses. Level 2 is the category which largely reflects corresponding 
major grouping in GFSM2014. Level 6 is the posting level at which transactions are posted 
and recorded in the general ledger. All other intermediate levels are derived from the posting 
level and used to define the level of budget appropriations and budget allotments, and to 
provide other specific reports for stakeholders.  
 

c. Relationship to GFSM 2014 and the Primary Reports of Government 
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What is GFSM 2014? 
 
Developed by the IMF, the Government Financial Statistics Manual (GFSM) provides a 
uniform way to classify government financial stocks and flows. While it is an accrual-based 
structure, it is readily applicable to all countries irrespective of whether they report on a cash, 
modified accrual or full accrual basis.    
 
Why is the XXcountry economic segment based on GFS 2014? 
 
Designing a country’s new CoAs according to GFS 2014 is a useful way of providing a format 
for producing the major reports required in budgeting and accounting, including: reporting 
against the government budget, a fiscal balance report, and a cash based financial statement 
which also accords with international public sector accounting standards (IPSAS).  
 
 The Structure of the Economic Segment and Reporting  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The above overall structure of the CoAs provides the best match with the major reporting 
requirements of XXCountry. In developing a well-formulated government budget, XXcountry 
first estimates its revenues, and then develops a plan for its recurrent (expenses) and capital 
spending (non-financial assets). This is represented by the first three classes in the above 
diagram and will allow the calculation of the government’s surplus or deficit (coverage of 
revenues over recurrent and capital spending). XXcountry finances its deficit (or uses its 
surplus) through consumption of its financial assets (e.g. cash in bank) or through borrowing.  
Thus, when these two classes are added (as per the above diagram) the above format of the 
economic segment is effectively also the structure of the government’s budget. It is also the 
structure of the fiscal balance report – where a country tracks its performance against its surplus 
or deficit targets – and also provides the basis for a cash flow financial statement, which is 
structured with the components: operating (revenues and expenses), investing (non-financial 
assets) and financing cash flows  (financial assets and liabilities).  
 

d. Relationship between the Old CoAs and the New UCoAs (temporary 
section to be deleted in future) 

 

1 Revenues 

2 Expenses 

3 Non-Financial Assets 

4 Financial Assets 

5 Liabilities 
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As indicated above, the new structure of the CoAs enhances capacity to report against the 
budget and to produce financial statements in accordance with international standards. This 
represents an improvement over the old CoAs which did not fulfil many of the principles in 
CoAs design mentioned in section I (a) above.   
 
A table mapping the old CoAs economic segment to the new CoAs is at Appendix C. In many 
cases, the mapping shows that there is either a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship between 
the old structure and the new.  
 
 

II. Organizational Segment 

 
Organization 

 

Ministry 
(MM) 

 

General Department 

Department 

Cost Centre 
(CCC) 

XX digits 
 
 
This XX level XX digit segment defines the budget entity, usually a ministry or other 
organizational unit in government.  Budget control occurs at this level and is termed the XXXX. 
in XXcountry. The fourth level is the cost centre where actual government activities are 
undertaken and spending decisions are made and revenue is collected.  
 
[Insert Segment accounts] 

III. Program Segment  
 

Program 
 

Program 
(PPP) 

3 digits 
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The Program segment is a Xx-level xx-digit structure. The segment defines each of the 
programs formulated in government which fall under the control of a ministry. To ensure 
budget integrity programs do not extend across ministries. Within each budget entity there is 
at least one administrative program, which is always designated by the number XXXX. All 
other programs have a unique number. In the future programs may be broken down into sub-
programs and activities although this option is not currently in use. 
 
[Insert program segment codes] 

 

IV. Project Segment  
 

Program 
Project 

Project 
(PPP) 

Component 
© 

4 digits 
 

The project is a XX-level XX digit segment. This segment is used to allocate a unique number 

or identifier to each project that government has committed to. These projects may be funded 

by internal or external sources through DPs or a Public Private Partnership (PPP), or reflect a 

combination of internal and external funding. It is also possible for projects to have multiple 

sources of external financing and to be both externally and domestically financed. Projects will 

generally represent a single, defined, time-based intervention by government, e.g. building a 

specific road or building, running a health campaign. This segment allows each project budget 

to be defined, financing to be quarantined, and for the accounting system to provide specific 

reports for each project separately (or collectively if required).   Where required, this segment 

can be expanded to allow projects to be further broken down into components (or even sub-

components through the addition of a further level).  

No need to list the projects here but the types of projects and types of components may 

warrant inclusion in the manual. 

 

V. Source of Funds Segment  
 

Source of Funds 

Fund (F) 

Sub-Fund (S) 
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Source 
(s) 

Detail 
(dd) 

Posting 
 (pp) 

7 digits 

 
This is a XX- digit XX level segment that captures information and reports on specific sources 
of funding, including those grants or loans provided by XXcountry’s DPs. Government 
activities funded from the government’s own sources of revenue, are defined as being part of 
the general fund and will be recorded using the default code “XXXX” which designates the 
general fund.  
 
It is important to note that the SoF segment applies to both the recurrent and capital budget.  
 
[Insert Source of Funds Structure] 
 

VI. Geographic Segment 
 

Geographic 

Tier 2 (OO ) 

Tier 3 (RR) 

Tier 4 (MM) 

OORRMM 

 
 

The Geographic Segment creates a geographic concept in the CoAs to allow financial 

transactions to be captured and reported according to where they occur.    

 

VII. Economic Segment 
 
 

Class 
© 
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Category 
(c) 

Major 
(M) 

Minor 
(m) 

Detail 
(D) 

Posting Level  
(P) 

Six Digits 

 
 
This XX-level XX-digit segment captures information on the economic nature of transactions, 
e.g. what money is spent on or received for. The structure of the classification is based on 
GFSM 2014 and has a strong alignment to generally accepted accounting concepts. This 
structure allows budget monitoring, detailed analysis within each ministry and department, and 
aggregate analysis for fiscal reporting, analysis and forecasting. Level 1 represents the 
economic class, whether this is an asset, liability, revenue, expense or net assets. Level 2 
reflects major reporting levels mapped over form GFSM2014. Level three is the object code, 
the level at which the budget is controlled and reported. Levels 4 and 5 are intermediate 
reporting levels, which group some accounts for the purposes of specific reports required by 
different decision makers.  Level 6 is the posting level, which allows transactions to be recorded 
at a detailed level in FMIS and other systems to improve management control and analysis.  
 
It is very important that each user of the CoAs becomes very familiar with these accounts, and 
ensures they are used correctly. The quality of fiscal data is dependent on the accuracy of the 
recording of transactions. Where use of the accounts could be open to interpretation, more 
detailed explanations of the purpose and general use of the accounts has been included. In the 
event that uncertainty exists regarding which account to use, you should contact XXXX, 
XXXX Senior Official of the XXX Unit of the MoF.  
 
Codes described as “Other” – In developing this CoA, a balance was sought between 
providing sufficient detail for analysis without making the segment too lengthy. Thus, in some 
cases, the final account within a specific group of accounts will include an “other” code. Other 
is to be used only where the accounts listed immediately prior to this account are not applicable. 
This is not to be seen as the first choice in recording transactions. The MoF will closely monitor 
the use of “other” and may withhold payments where incorrect coding has been used. 
 
The general structure of the new segment is presented in more detail below. A full set of 
accounts is provided at Appendix B, including mapping to GFSM 2014. A table showing 
mapping of the old accounts to the new structure is at Appendix C.  
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Economic Segment Guidance Notes 

[Insert segment account codes] 
 

 
Additional explanations may also be required about specific use of some codes for 

example, when repairs to assets are capitalized or when they are recorded as an expense. 
 

 
 
 

Guidance6 on the use of Revenue Accounts  

Revenues can be defined as an increase in net worth of an entity resulting from a transaction. 

This definition, therefore, excludes cash received from borrowing and the sale of non-financial 

assets, as neither increase the net worth of the (entity) government.    

The major sources of revenue for XXcountry is through taxation.  XXcountry also receives 

grant revenues from external sources such as bilateral and multilateral DPs. Further revenue is 

collected from the imposition of fees and charges, and from the sale of some goods and 

services, both by government market-based entities (such as sale of products or medical 

services and through the rental of buildings and equipment) and as a result of some incidental 

sales, such as for publications.  Interest earned on investments or dividends paid by 

government-owned entities is also treated as revenues, as is any money collected for fines or 

forfeitures. In previous years certain revenues have been captured below the line and spending 

has also been permitted bellow the line from the specific accounts. This breaches both GFSM 

and IPSAS principles which generally require gross reporting.   

Rent – the leasing of land or rights to subsoil assets is treated as rent (property income) and is 

coded to XX. The rental of buildings and equipment which are produced assets is different 

from the rental of land, and should be coded to the relevant XX-digit (posting code) under the 

intermediate codes for rental of buildings, XX and XX and XX for rental of equipment.  Where 

government is paying rent as distinct from receiving rent as income, this is to be recorded as 

an expense, which is Class 2, under the XX-digit object code XX. 

Refunds of Revenue – A refund of revenue is to be recorded as a debit to the original revenue 

account. For example, a refund of VAT would also be coded to the VAT collection account, 

XX. This will ensure that the actual receipts are reported at the end of the period.   

Receipts from loans are to be recorded under Class 5, liabilities as a credit entry, with the 

double entry to debit the bank account, Financial Assets, which is Class 4. Repayment of the 

principal will also be recorded here but, in this case, as a debit to liabilities (for examples of 

these transactions please refer to Appendix A).      

 
6 These instructions are examples only- the detail and length of the guidance will be determined by each country 
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The sale of assets, including non-financial assets such as land and buildings, and financial 

assets such as shares or other ownership of enterprises, is to be recorded as a credit to the 

respective Class 3 or 4 asset accounts. The debit entry will be to Class 4, financial assets. For 

examples of these transactions please refer to Appendix A.     

Voluntary transfers other than grants would not be frequently used but could involve funds 

received by bequeath from an estate or from the business community. An example would be 

where the business community pays certain obligations on behalf of government such as 

subsidies to airlines.  

Guidance on the use of Expense Accounts 

An expense is a decrease in net worth of the entity through a transaction. As the acquisition of 

assets, such as buildings and vehicles or the repayment of a loan, does not change (the entity) 

XXcountry’s net worth, transactions in these classes are not expenses.  

This class of the economic segment section largely represents the recurrent or operating budget 

of the government. Thus, for this class, the object code also represents the level at which 

Parliament appropriates funds.  

Social Contributions verses Social Benefits.  The object code “Social Contributions” only 

relates to that component of the contribution to an employee’s social or pension fund made by 

the employer, in this case the government. This is treated as an additional component of 

employee compensation under object code XX. Any contribution made by the employee is 

made from their gross salary and is normally paid through the process of a deduction. Thus, 

employee contributions are recorded as part of salary or wages under object codes XX or XX 

depending on the specific category of their employment (e.g. salary, wage or contract 

employee). Any payments for actual pensions, or other employment-related social benefits, 

e.g. gratuities, are not part of employee compensation but are treated as a social benefit, under 

object code XX, Employer Social Benefits.          

Contracted Employees verses Consultancies. While the distinction between consultants and 

contracted employees may not always be clear, in general, the following principles would 

apply: a contracted employee (XX) has a fixed-term contract to undertake a recurring role on 

behalf of the government. This role may also involve undertaking an official capacity for the 

government. The official may be entitled to similar employee benefits that accrue to a salaried 

employee such as holiday and sick leave, and be subject to income tax. A doctor contracted to 

deliver health services for a 12-month period would be classified under professional services 

and coded to XX. A consultant would be employed to deliver a specific service to the 

government, most likely one-off, and with a definably output (e.g. a report) within a specific 

timeframe.  The consultant would not be acting in an official capacity for the government and 

should be coded to object code XX, which is under goods and services. A environmental 

specialist or legal specialist contracted to prepare a report on a conservation issue or work on 

new piece of legislation respectively, would be classified as a consultant and coded to XX.  

Interest Charges. Domestic and foreign interest charges for loans represent an expense and 

should be coded to XX, foreign, or XX, domestic interest, respectively. 
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Subsidies. A subsidy is a transfer from the government to a business enterprise, whether it is a 

government business or privately owned. Payments made to airlines to secure flights to 

XXcountry would be classified as a subsidy.       

Grants. Grants and Contributions are generally considered unrequittable, i.e. the funds are 

transferred and are not repaid.  Grants can be made to international organisations such as WHO, 

UN, or EC (XX), other countries, e.g. to provide support following a natural disaster (XX), or 

to other government units such as schools or the social fund (XX). These must be recorded 

according to the recipient. Where grants are provided to non-government organisations such as 

a community based organization they should be coded under XX or XX. GFSM 2014 classifies 

grants to NGOs as an “Other Expense” and not a grant, but for the purposes of simplicity that 

distinction will not be made in XXcountry and this variation captured through mapping to 

GFSM. 

Social Benefits. These are generally transfers to individuals or households for some type of 

social protection. This could include pensions paid to citizens and retired officials and one-off 

payments such as emergency relief.  Any employee-related benefit, which is similar to a social 

benefit, would be coded here under object code XX.  

Supplies and Materials. Even though some items such as tools, equipment and furniture may 

have a useful life of more than one year, it is common practice to record certain low value items 

in the expense class. Any single items purchased under the threshold of $xx  would be recorded 

as an expense, and not as an asset.    

Minor Maintenance.  It is important to distinguish between minor maintenance and repairs of 

government assets (XX), and major maintenance and repairs which will improve the value and 

life of the asset. Minor maintenance involves incidental costs, which are relatively small in 

value, and which tend to recur periodically. Where the value of the repair work to an asset is 

below $XXX,  it should be classified as minor maintenance.  The ongoing servicing of a motor 

vehicle represents minor repairs, whereas replacing the engine could be a major repair if it 

exceeds the threshold. 

Where major maintenance takes place, it should be capitalized in the same way the costs 

involved in acquiring a new asset would be capitalized.  All of these costs should be allocated 

to the respective non-financial asset code in Class 3. For example, if a new government office 

or residential building is constructed, all of the planning costs, design, labour, materials and 

other expenses associated with creating the building would be coded as XX.  School Buildings 

will fall under code XX, Health Facilities under code XX, other public buildings code XX. 

 

Guidance on the use of Asset and Liability Accounts 

An asset can be defined as something that is under the control of the reporting entity and from 

which economic benefits may be derived by the entity by holding them or using them over a 

period of time7.  Financial assets largely consist of financial claims such as bank deposits, 

 
7 IMF’s GFSM manual – The Balance Sheet 
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shares and other equity, and accounts receivable. Cash on hand and other cash equivalents 

would also be considered financial assets.  Non-financial asset are all assets which are not 

financial assets. In XXcountry, non-financial assets consist largely of produced assets such as 

buildings, vehicles, equipment and inventory, and non-produced assets such as land.   

In government accounting it is useful to distinguish between financial and non-financial assets. 

While in the private sector the normal approach is to focus on current and non-current assets, 

in government there are generally two major categories of spending – recurrent and capital. 

These represent the outlays of the budget and are termed “above the line”. The key for 

budgeting is to determine the degree to which the revenues collected cover the recurrent and 

capital spending – the net position is termed the fiscal surplus or deficit. We finance the deficit 

or allocate the surplus below the line. In the case of a deficit we finance it by reducing our 

stock of financial assets, or through new borrowing, and if we are fortunate enough to have a 

surplus, this will either be allocated to increase our stock of financial assets, or to reduce our 

liabilities. 

In government, and generally in accounting, an asset threshold is determined below which 

assets are immediately treated as an expense, largely reflecting the low economic value which 

would accrue from such items. Another way to think about these lower value items is that it is 

reasonable to expect a budget entity to fund these from  its recurrent budget without needing 

recourse to a capital allocation. In XXcountry, the threshold is $XX. This means any single 

item which does not cost more than the threshold would be recorded as an expense at the time 

the transaction occurs.   

Capitalization of Expenditures Consumed in Creating an Asset. Where XXcountry 

produces an asset, e.g. a building or structure such as a road, all of the expenditures incurred in 

producing that asset should be capitalized, i.e. recorded against the respective non-financial 

asset code. The construction of capital buildings and structures will always involve the creation 

of a government project. The components subsegment of the project code allows specific inputs 

to these projects to be separately captured for reporting and analysis.  

Capital Repairs.  Capital repairs are those repairs that increase the value and life of a produced 

asset. Any repairs which are below the asset threshold should be recorded as minor repairs 

under maintenance services (xxx). 

Consumption of Inventory. In some cases, it is useful for XXcountry to treat purchases of 

large volumes of low value items as inventory. This would be because the total value of the 

inventory has become economically significant. Possible examples include strategic stocks of 

fuel, medical supplies, stationary, and certain food items, publications, postage or fiscal stamps 

etc. As inventory is consumed, budget entities should reduce the balance of the inventory by 

crediting the inventory code (reducing the stock of the inventory) and debiting an expense code, 

reflecting that the inventory has been consumed. If inventory is sold, the same transactions 

would occur but a second double entry would be required for the full sale price recorded as an 

inflow to the bank (financial asset) and as a revenue. See Appendix A for an example of such 

transactions.   
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Other Naturally Occurring Assets. This would largely relate to subsoil assets such as 

minerals, including sand.  

Depreciation. At this time, XXcountry is not depreciating its non-financial assets.    

An asset is something which is under the control of the reporting entity and from which service 

potential may be derived by the entity by holding them or using them over a period of time8.  

Financial assets largely consist of financial claims such as bank deposits, shares and other 

equity, and accounts receivable. Cash on hand and other cash equivalents would also be 

considered financial assets. Financial assets are divided into domestic and foreign. These codes 

are reserved for use by the Treasury only.  

A liability occurs when a financial claim against XXcountry occurs. This would normally 

present in two forms. When XXcountry borrows money, it incurs a liability for the repayment 

of the loan. A liability is also created when XXcountry receives goods or services based on an 

agreement (frequently a contract). Payment for the goods and services will be required within 

a given period, but the liability has been incurred at the time the goods and services and a 

correctly rendered invoice were received. Liabilities is further broken down into domestic and 

foreign. These codes are reserved for use by the Treasury only.     

 
8 IMF’s GFSM manual – The Balance Sheet 
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VIII. Functional Segment 
 
 
The functional segment is a three-level five-digit structure used to review expenditures by 
sector and subsector. It is based on the GFS 2014 Classifications of the Functions of 
Government (CoFoG)9. Reports by function will be derived through a mapping table based on 
organizational and program segments, including at the project level. Thus, there is no 
requirement for these to be explicitly coded when recording transactions in the accounting 
system.  

 
9 While CoFoG is a three-level classification, for the purposes of analysis in XXcountry, only two levels have 

been used. 

Function 

Division (DDD) 

Group (G) 

Class (C) 

5 digits 

701 70100 General public services 

 70110 Executive and legislative organs, financial and fiscal affairs, external affairs 

 70111 Executive and legislative organs 

 70112 Financial and fiscal affairs 

 70113 External affairs 

 70120 Foreign economic aid 

 70121 Economic aid to developing countries and countries in transition 

 70122 Economic aid routed through international agencies 

 70130 General services 

 70131 General personnel services 

 70132 Overall planning and statistical services 

 70133 Other general services 

 70140 Basic Research 

 70150 R&D General public services 

 70160 General public services  

 70170 Public debt transactions 

 70180 Transfers of a general character between different levels of government 

702 70200 Defenses 

 70210 National Security 

 70220 Civil defense 

 70230 Foreign military aid 

 70240 RSS Defense 

 70250 Other Defense  
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703 70300 Public order and safety 

 70310 Police Services 

 70320 Fire protection services 

 70330 Law courts 

 70340 Prisons 

 70350 RSS Public order and safety 

 70360 Public order and safety  

704 70400 Economic affairs 

 70410 General economic, commercial, and labour affairs 

 70411 General economic and commercial affairs 

 70412 General labour affairs 

 70420 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting 

 70421 Agriculture 

 70422 Forestry 

 70423 Fishing and hunting 

 70430 Fuel and energy 

 70431 Coal and other solid mineral fuels 

 70432 Petroleum and mineral gas 

 70433 Nuclear fuels 

 70434 Other fuels 

 70435 Electricity 

 70436 Nonelectric energy 

 70440 Mining, manufacturing, and construction 

 70441 Mining of mineral resources other than mineral fuels 

 70442 Manufacturing 

 70443 Construction 

 70450 Transport 

 70451 Road transport 

 70452 Water transport 

 70453 Railway transport 

 70454 Air transport 

 70455 Pipeline and other transport 

 70460 Communication 

 70470 Other industries 

 70471 Distributive trades, storage, and warehousing 

 70472 Hotels and restaurants 

 70473 Tourism 

 70474 Multipurpose development projects 

 70480 R&D Economic affairs 

 70481 R&D General economic, commercial, and labour affairs 

 70482 R&D Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting 

 70483 R&D Fuel and energy 
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 70484 R&D Mining, manufacturing, and construction 

 70485 R&D Transport 

 70486 R&D Communication 

 70487 R&D Other industries 

 70490 Economic affairs  

705 70500 Environmental protection 

 70510 Waste management 

 70520 Waste water management 

 70530 Pollution abatement 

 70540 Protection of biodiversity and landscape 

 70550 RSS  Environmental protection 

 70560 Environmental protection  

706 70600 Housing and community amenities 

 70610 Housing development 

 70620 Community development 

 70630 Water supply 

 70640 Street lighting 

 70650 RSS Housing and community amenities 

 70660 Housing and community amenities  

707 70700 Health 

 70710 Medical products, appliances, and equipment 

 70711 Pharmaceutical products 

 70712 Other medical products 

 70713 Therapeutic appliances and equipment 

 70720 Outpatient services 

 70721 General medical services 

 70722 Specialized medical services 

 70723 Dental services 

 70724 Paramedical services 

 70730 Hospital services 

 70731 General hospital services 

 70732 Specialized hospital services 

 70733 Medical and maternity centre services 

 70734 Nursing and convalescent home services 

 70740 Public health services 

 70750 Regional  Health 

 70760 Preventative Health  

708 70800 Recreation, culture, and religion 

 70810 Recreation and sporting services 

 70820 Cultural services 

 70830 Broadcasting and publishing services 

 70840 Religious and other community services 
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 70850 R&D Recreation, cultural, and religion 

 70860 Recreation, culture, and religion  

709 70900 Education 

 70910 Pre-primary and primary education 

 70911 Pre-primary education 

 70912 Primary education 

 70920 Secondary education 

 70921 Lower-secondary education 

 70922 Upper-secondary education 

 70930 Postsecondary non tertiary education 

 70940 Tertiary education 

 70941 First stage or tertiary education 

 70942 Secondary stage of tertiary education 

 70950 Education not definable by level 

 70960 Subsidiary services to education 

 70970 R&D Education 

 70980 Education n.e.c. 

710 71000 Social protection 

 71010 Sickness and disability 

 71011 Sickness 

 71012 Disability 

 71020 Old age 

 71030 Survivors 

 71040 Family and children 

 71050 Unemployment 

 71060 Housing 

 71070 Social exclusion n.e.c. 

 71080 R&D Social protection 

 71090 Social protection n.e.c. 
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Attachment A 
Examples of Typical Accounting Entries using the Chart of Accounts 

(insert examples here) 

 
The objective would be to add as many of these as the Treasury 

 feels is required. It should be remembered, however, that, on a cash basis, most of the 

double entries will simply be to the bank (financial asset account representing cashflows  

 
Default Codes and Dummy Codes 

Each segment of the CoAs within the XXcountry  accounting system  reflects the entire set of 

transactions and, consequently, total inflows and outflows in one segment, e.g, organization, 

must equal the total flows recorded in each of the other segments. Thus, where a part of 

government does not require the same level of detail as another part, for consistency purposes, 

a default code is used. An example is with source of funds – external financing is the major 

requirement for breaking down source of funds by DP. Where government money is used for 

projects the source of funds is the general government fund code “0001”.  

Dummy codes are only to be used when performing journal voucher entries. This code allows 

specific changes in the general ledger in one or more segments, without recording transactions 

in other segments. For example, if transferring funds between the general fund and the 

development fund does not involve the organizational segment, the code “XXXX” is used in 

that segment, and the debits and credits result in no change in any balances in the accounts. If 

the two funds also shared one bank account, a dummy code would also be used in the economic 

segment.  
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Attachment B 
Full Economic Classification including Mapping to GFSM 2014  
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Attachment C 
Mapping the Old Accounts to the New Accounts 
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